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Summary  
 

The present deliverable is developed in the framework of Task 2.4, part of WP2 of the ReUseHeat 

project, presenting the innovative business models for urban waste heat recovery investments. 

The scope of the task is to assess the scalability, replicability and modularity of urban waste heat 

recovery investments. The deliverable is prepared on the basis of the inputs provided by the demo 

site operators. 

As further presented in the report, three demo cases are analysed (data centre, hospital and 

sewage utility). The metrosystem heat recovery is excluded since the project is in the process of 

replacing the partner Metroul with a new partner. In an update of the deliverable (M30) the metro 

system demo site will be included. Demonstrators were asked to fill in a questionnaire built by 

Tractebel Engineering, reflecting their view on aspects related to the scalability, replicability and 

modularity of the heat recovery technologies they are using.  

The metrics mainly used during the assessment process is the scalability/replicability index, 

calculated upon a methodology elaborated by the Consultant. For each heat recovery technology, 

a series of factors (such as standardization, interoperability, level of acceptance etc.) are 

evaluated. The factors describe technical and economic aspects, as well as aspects related to 

regulation and acceptance, having a primary character, influencing and conditioning the project’s 

scalability and replicability. The analysis ends with the settlement of three volume-based scenarios 

of the identified waste heat recovery potential.  

Scale-up and replication potential estimates will constitute an input for deliverable 2.7 providing 

scenarios for the future scale up of ReUseHeat demonstrators and for task 6.3, where factors 

affecting scalability and replicability of waste heat recovery will contribute in the process of 

definition of the optimisation strategies to be carried out in further industrial size enlargement 

and subsequent replication. 
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1 Introduction 
This deliverable is developed in the framework of Task 2.4, part of WP2 of the ReUseHeat project. 

The scope of the task is to assess the scalability, replicability and modularity of this type of urban 

waste heat recovery investments.  

The deliverable is prepared on the basis of the inputs provided by the demonstrators.  

The outcome of the assessment will be considered in the deliverable D2.7 to evaluate how much 

of the preliminary waste heat potential identified in WP1 can be effectively identified according to 

replicability and scalability requirements. This is done by developing scenarios for the future scale 

up of ReUseHeat demonstrators. 

The principle behind the assessment of scalability and replicability of heat recovery technologies 

is extrapolation from the results obtained in each demo case to the entire population of cases 

where a similar technology is employed.  

A scalability index is built. To score the importance of scalability, replicability and modularity 

factors have been identified. The factors have been assessed on a scale of 0-100 leading to an 

index per demo site. 

The information was collected by the design of a questionnaire that was sent to the demo site 

partners. The partners answered it and then, at the collocated meeting in London in March 2019, 

the first results were discussed and validated by the advisory board. After the meeting the results 

were further validated by a telco involving the demo site owners with the intent of ascertaining 

that all the respondents to the questionnaire had interpreted the questions in the same way. 

2. The method 
Scalability can be defined as the ability of a system, network or process, to change its scale in 

order to meet growing volumes of demand.  Modularity refers to whether a solution can be 

divided into interdependent components or not. High modularity leads to a high scalability 

potential. Modularity is accounted for in the analysis of scalability. By contrast, replicability 

denotes the property of a system, network or process that allows it to be duplicated at another 

location or time, on modular basis.  

Scalability and replicability allow for, or at least, reduce barriers for the growth and reuse of 

demonstration projects’ results. Modularity, scalability and replicability of each project depend on 

specific factors and generic factors. These factors describe technical aspects, economic aspects 

and aspects related to regulation and acceptance, influencing and conditioning the project’s 

scalability and replicability. 

In task 2.4 the following was undertaken: (i) identification of factors affecting scalability, 

replicability and modularity, (ii) evaluation of the factors and (iii) determination of pathways as 

well as barriers for scalability and replicability. 

The scalability, replicability and modularity of waste heat recovery demo – sites are in focus.  A 

scalable waste heat project is understood as a project that successfully increases its size under 

the same boundary conditions, whereas a replicable project refers to a project that successfully 

performs under different boundary conditions.  

Factors have been sought and identified those that influence the scalability, replicability and 

modularity of a project. These factors involve technical, economic, regulatory and stakeholder 

issues. Because heat recovery projects address a wide range of applications, factors need to be 

generic enough and cannot be too specific to applications. 
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1.1  Scalability and Replicability Factors 

Factors affecting the scalability and replicability have been identified by means of an in-depth 

literature review. The literature review also showed that feasibility of scaling up mainly depends 

on technical factors, whereas feasibility of replication is affected by technical and regulatory 

factors. Viability of scaling-up and replication mainly depends on economic factors but also on 

regulatory and acceptance-related factors. Congruently, the factors extracted from the literature 

review have been classified into four main areas: a technical, an economic, a regulatory, and 

stakeholder acceptance related group. 

In general terms, it can be said that: 

• Technical factors determine whether the solution developed for a particular project (demo 

case) is inherently scalable and/or replicable, i.e., whether it is feasible to scale-up and/or 

to replicate. Paying attention to these factors will not automatically guarantee scalability 

or replicability, but a failure to do so will rule out many associated chances for scaling the 

solution up. [1,2,3,4,5] 

• Economic factors reflect whether it is economically viable to do a scale up. This crucial step 

—validating investment analysis (e.g., internal rate of return, net present value, etc.) and 

business models are often neglected in pilot cases where technology is in focus. However, 

economic feasibility is a barrier to scalability.[1,2,3,4,5]  

• Factors related to regulation reflect the extent to which the current regulatory environment 

is ready to embrace a scaled-up version of a project or whether a new environment is 

suitable for receiving it.[1,3,4,5] 

• Stakeholder acceptance studies the extent to which stakeholders are ready to embrace an 

enlarged project. For the successful implementation of a solution it is important that all 

involved stakeholders (end user is one important group but also, as pointed out in D2.1 

policy makers, DH operators, owners of waste heat and investors) accept and support the 

scheme. [1,3,4] 

 

The factors affecting scalability and replicability defined with specific reference to technical, 

economic, regulatory and stakeholder acceptance areas, were identified and agreed during the 

proposal preparation and are included in the Grant Agreement.  

The proposed scalability and replicability factors and their classification are provided per main 

area in Table 1. The two sets of factors are detailed in subsequent sections (1.1.1 and 1.1.2). 

Table 1: The proposed scalability and replicability factors 

Area Scalability factors Replicability factors 

Technical (1) Modularity  

(2) Technology evolution 

(3) Interface design  

(4) Software integration  

(5) Existing infrastructure  

(6) External constrains 

(1) Standardization 

(2) Interoperability 

(3) Interface Design 

(4) External constrains 

Economic (7) Economy of scale 

(8) Profitability 

 

(5) Business model  

(6) Economy of scale 

(7) Market design 

Regulatory (9) Regulation (8) Regulation 

Stakeholder acceptance (10) Acceptance (9) Acceptance 
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1.1.1 Scalability factors 

(1) Modularity is the basic precondition for scaling-up. It refers to whether a solution can be 

divided into interdependent components. This factor examines how a solution is modular, how 

easy it is to add new components, or whether there are limits to adding components.  

(2) Technology evolution is crucial. The factor technology evolution determines to what extent 

technological advances allow increasing the solution size. This corresponds to improvements in 

the technology through time and the potential changes that this may imply for a solution. Such 

development can influence scalability through improvements of enhancements to systems or 

components between and initial implementation and a later scaling of a solution. 

(3) The factor of interface design asks and studies to what extent interactions between 

components are locally or centrally controlled. This factor has to be taken into account when a 

solution is scaled up since the interfaces could increase in number or become more complex. It 

may be the case that the original approach (on a small scale) is not compliant with the new 

number of components (scaled up solution) and therefore the interfaces need to be defined or 

adapted. 

(4) Software integration. Data models, data bases can be affected by the increase in size and 

complexity of the solution. This would depend on the design of parameters such as storage 

capacity and the definition of registers to accept new pieces of information. 

 

(5) The existing infrastructure factor asks and studies to what extent the current infrastructure 

creates limits on the maximum size of the solution. Even if the original project is integrated, the 

current infrastructure may create limits on the maximum scale that can be reached. These limits 

can range from mild constraints to insurmountable barriers; therefore, the requirements (of the 

scaled up solution) on the existing infrastructure have to be analysed. 

(6) External constraints refers to elements, which are given and cannot be changed within the 

scope of a project (e.g., climate conditions such as temperature, wind, precipitation levels, terrain 

conditions, local generation mix, demographics, consumption mix and profiles, etc.). 

(7) Economies of Scale: Scalability would be carried out if scaling up the solution makes it 

economically feasible with the benefits obtained outweighing the cost of implementing a solution. 

Economies of scale are seen where the percentage increase in cost is less than the percentage 

increase in project size. Economy of scale will have an influential role in the decision to implement 

or extend a solution or in the introduction of new technologies within the market. 

(8) Profitability is a factor that asks and determines to what extent benefits grow when 

increasing the solution size. 

(9) Regulatory and Legal Issues: Regulation should not present any artificial barriers to the 

scaling up of a solution. 

(10) Level of Acceptance: For the successful implementation of a solution it is important that 

all involved stakeholders accept and support the scheme. 
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1.1.2 Replicability Factors 

(1) Standardisation: This factor examines whether the solution allows and facilitates the 

implementation of common solutions from different manufacturers. Standardisation in itself is not 

sufficient to ensure replicability. 

(2) Interoperability: This factor is related to the capacity of the solution components to be 

adapted to or to interact with existing networks & environments without requiring intervention by 

manufacturers/suppliers to provide tailored interfaces. The ability to exchange components (e.g. 

Interchangeability) whilst retaining solution performance is included in this definition. 

(3) Interface Design Flexibility: would guarantee that a solution interacts and communicates 

with those systems and components already existing in an environment in a known and 

predictable way. This supports technology evolution too, as standardisation would enable and 

facilitate the implementation of common solutions from different manufacturers. 

(4) The external conditions refers to elements, which are given and cannot be changed within 

the scope of a project (e.g., climate conditions such as temperature, wind, precipitation levels, 

terrain conditions, local generation mix, demographics, consumption mix and profiles, etc.). 

(5) Business model: The factor business model asks and determines to what extent the viability 

of the solution has been analysed and/or whether the solution is viable under different settings 

(e.g., another EU member state). This factor is related to the fact that it is necessary to evaluate 

whether the objective of the original solution holds in the new setting or business model for the 

new host. 

(6) Economy of scale: The factor macroeconomics asks and studies then to what extent the 

solution depends on given macro-economic factors (e.g., discount rate, inflation rate, etc.). 

Analysis to evaluate the economic impact of the solution and detect possible economic barriers 

would be necessary. The results from such an assessment will influence business decisions over 

project implementation and wider future adoption. 

 

(7) Market design basically includes the definition of products and services, bid, or offer 

requirements, and rules for pricing and financial settlement. Market design sometimes also refers 

to the roles and responsibilities of different market actors and the processes between them. This 

involves among others questions on what market model is used, who the players are, how they 

interact, what tariff structure is in place and whether additional constraints as taxes or subsidy 

schemes may apply. The factor market design asks and determines to what extent the solution 

depends on a given market design. 

(8) Regulatory Factor: For successful replication, it is important that regulation in the envisaged 

host area allows the deployment of the project to be replicated. The factor regulation asks and 

studies to what extent the solution depends on current national or local regulation in order to be 

feasible and viable and whether barriers arise from this dependency. 

(9) Stakeholder Acceptance: the acceptance of the solution by key stakeholders is required. 

The factor acceptance asks and studies then to what extent acceptance problems are expected 

when exporting the solutions to other places /countries. 
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1.2  Methodology for Assessing the Factors 
The methodology consists of collecting specific data from demo cases of reuse heat by means of 

dedicated questionnaires to assess and evaluate each of the factors suggested to be analysed 

associated to scalability and replicability potential.  

The evaluation of the factors allows then quantifying the status quo of on-going and new projects 

with respect to the scalability and replicability, i.e., they provide a feedback on to what extent 

projects take into account these factors and on whether the projects’ results and solutions are 

actually able to be scaled-up and replicated. 

The methodology consists in the following steps: 

Step 1: Select the key factors that will promote scalability 

Step 2: Identify the question sets for each of the factors identified. 

Dedicated questionnaires have been developed to analyse scalability and replicability aspects of 

the case studies. Partners implementing case studies answered to these questions. The objectives 

of the questionnaire are the follows: 

• Obtaining knowledge about concepts and requirements that could facilitate the Scalability and 
Replicability of the promoted solutions 

• Evaluate the scalability and replicability of each project, by calculation of specific index. A 
scoring procedure will be used. 

• Identify barriers  
 

Step 3: Score the Individual factors for each of the demo sites. The scores are based on analysis 

of the perceptions of the demo site demonstrators and on existing knowledge on urban waste 

heat recovery (collected in D3.1). The scoring used for assessing scalability and replicability is 

shown below. The scalability assessment is presented in Table 1 and the replicability assessment 

is presented in Table 2. 

Step 4: Estimation of the effectiveness ratio, using the scoring procedure [6]. Effectiveness ratio 

is the actual score / maximum potential score. This ratio measures the degree to which this 

condition is met in terms of its contribution to scalability. 

Step 5: Prepare a comparative analysis of scalability and replicability effectiveness ratios, with 

the results obtained for each of the case studies, and with elements identified based also on 

answers from the proposed questionnaires.  

Dedicated Scalability and Replicability questionnaires are presented below [Table 2 Table 3] and 

Chapter 2 presents the results from the analysis of the Scalability and Replicability questionnaires 

completed by the corresponding demo cases demonstrators. 
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Table 2: Scalability Assessment 

 
Factor Question Scoring guide 

Allocated 
score 

Technical 1. Modularity Can the solution be divided 
into interdependent 
components/independent 
functional units? 

Independent 
functional units 
clearly defined  , 
component division  
somewhat clear   

Not clear if the 
solution could be 
divided 

3 

 

 

2 

 

 

1 

Would it be possible to 
(technically) easily add 
components to the solution 
to increase its size? 

Yes, with minor 
change   

 Yes, with some 
change  

 Yes, with major 
change   

 No, not considered 
yet  

4 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

If some components are 
software products (tools, 
databases, models, 
algorithms, etc.), does the 
growth of your solution 
affect their performance? 

No  

Yes, minor impact  

Yes, some impact  

Yes, major impact  

  

 

4 

3 

2 

1 

2. Technology 
evolution 

Technological conditions 
allow increasing the solution 
size 

Fully/adequately 
addressed  

Partially addressed  

Not addressed at 
all  

3 

 

2 

1 

Technology evolution. 

Do you foresee 
technological advances in 
the short to medium term 
that will mitigate a possible 
performance reduction 
(software and 
communications)? 

Not of importance  

No  

Yes 

 

3 

2 

1 

3. Interface 
Design  

Interface Design readiness 
for scalability 

How is the control of 
components in your solution 
organised: Centrally, 
Decentralised or both? 

Centralised  

Both 

Decentralized 

3 

2 

1 

From a scalability point of 
view how is the impact of 
the solution described in the 
study case: national/ 
regional/ local...?   

National  

 Regional  

 Local  

3 

2 

1 

Designed so that new utility 
system can be added (new 
monitoring system, network 
/pipes for new waste heat 

Fully/adequately 
addressed  

Partially addressed  

3 

 

2 

1 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Allocated 
score 

source, new components, 
etc.) 

Not addressed at 
all  

4. Software 
integration 

The design of software 
permits the integration of 
more elements 

Yes  

No  

2 

1 

5. Existing 
infrastructure 

Physical size limitations Not of importance  

No  

Yes  

3 

2 

1 

Presence of weak elements 
(network configuration, 
specific parts of network or 
specific required 
infrastructure, size 
limitation)  

No  

Yes  

2 

1 

6. External 
Constraints 

Is the scalability of the 
solution influenced by the 
specific location of your 
demo? 

No influence 

Yes, minor 
influence  

Yes, certain 
influence  

 Yes, major 
influence  

4 

3 

2 

1 

Economic 7. Economy of 
Scale 

 

Economy of Scale 

If the size of your solution 
increases, how do you think 
the cost and benefit of your 
solution would increase 
(economies of scale and 
cost effectiveness)? 

Yes, cost and 
benefit would 
increase  

 No, cost and 
benefit would not 
increase 

 Not yet considered 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

Do you foresee evolutions 
in the short to medium term 
which will have a positive 
influence on the cost-benefit 
ratio of your solution from 
scalability point of view? 

Yes, evolutions with 
major influence  

Yes, evolutions with 
some influence  

 Yes, evolutions 
with minor influence  

No  

4 

 

3 

 

 

2 

 

1 

Are there any economic 
barriers with respect to 
scalability that could affect 
the solution? 

No 

Yes, minor 

Yes, some 

Yes, Major 

4 

3 

2 

1 

The business model can be 
scaled up 

Yes  

 No  

 Not yet considered 

3 

2 

1 

8. Profitability The economic indicators of 
the demo case shows that 
the business model is viable 
enough to scale up 

Yes  

 No  

 Not yet considered 

3 

2 

1 

Regulatory 9. Regulatory 
issues 

Are there any regulatory 
barriers with respect to 

No barriers  

Yes, minor barriers  

4 

3 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Allocated 
score 

Scalability that could affect 
the solution? 

Yes, some barriers  

Yes, major barriers  

2 

1 

Stakeholder  10. Level of 
Acceptance 

Is the stakeholder 
acceptance important 
regarding Scalability 
potential for your solution? 

Yes, of major 
importance   

Yes, of some 
importance  

Yes, of minor 
importance  

No importance  

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 

 

 

Table 3. Replicability Assessment  

 
Factor Question Scoring guide 

Allocated 
score 

Technical 1. Standardisation Is the solution standard 
compliant? If yes, with 
which type of standards  

(mandatory or voluntary) 

Yes, mandatory 
standards (an 
impose choice) 

Yes, voluntary 
standards (a free 
choice) 

No standard 

3 

 

 

2 

 

1 

2. Inter-operability Interoperability  

There is the ability to 
share data via software 
and hardware, 

Yes  

No  

2 

1 

3. Interface 
Design  

Readiness for 
replicability: 

How will the control of 
components in your 
solution be organised: 
Centrally,  

Decentralised or both? 

Centralised  

Both  

Decentralised  

 

3 

2 

1 

From a replicability point 
of view how is the impact 
of the solution described 
in the Demo Case: 
national/ regional/ 
local...?   

International 

National  

Regional  

Local  

4 

3 

2 

1 

4. External 
Constraints 

Is the replicability of the 
solution influenced by the 
specific infrastructure of 
the location of your 
demo? 

No influence  

Yes, minor 
influence  

Yes, some 
influence  

Yes, major 
influence  

4 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

Economic 5. Business model Based on the own 
experience, do you think 
that solution could easily 
deployed in other 
environment without 

Yes, with minor 
investment 

Yes with some 
investment 

4 
 

3 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Allocated 
score 

additional investment 
(time/money)? If not; 
why? 

Yes with major 
investment  

No 

2 
 

1 

The economic indicators 
of the demo case  
demonstrates that the 
business model is viable 
enough to replicate 

Yes  

 No  

 Not yet 
considered 

3 

2 

1 

6. Economy of 
Scale 

Have you evaluated 
different options 
(locations, network 
topology...) before the 
implementation? 

Yes, with good 
results  

No  

Yes, with bad 
results  

 

3 

2 

1 

Do you foresee 
evolutions in the short to 
medium term which will 
have a positive influence 
on the cost-benefit ratio 
of your solution from 
replicability point of view? 

Yes, evolutions 
with major 
influence  

Yes, evolutions 
with some 
influence  

 Yes, evolutions 
with minor 
influence  

No  

4 
 

3 
 

2 

 

1 

Have you performed 
some analyses to study 
the influence of economic 
factors on the  

replicability capacity of 
the  adopted solution in 
your country 

Yes, with good 
results  

No  

Yes with poor 
results  

3 

2 

1 

From replicability point of 
view do you think the 
solution would be 
profitable in your country? 

Yes, with minor 
effort  

Yes, with some 
effort  

Yes, with major 
effort  

No  

4 

3 

2 

1 

Are there any economic 
barriers with respect to 
Replicability that could 
affect the solution? 

No barriers  

Yes, minor barriers  

Yes, some barriers  

Yes, major barriers  

4 

3 

 

2 

1 

7. Market design Do you think that you 
could make the study 
case solution easily 
(economically and 
technically) compliant 
with a defined different 
set of standards? 

Yes, with minor 
change 

Yes, with some 
change 

 Yes, with major 
change  

 No  

4 

3 

2 

1 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Allocated 
score 

Regulatory 8. Regulatory 
issues 

Are there any regulatory 
barriers with respect to 
Replicability that could 
affect the solution? 

No  

Yes, minor barriers  

Yes, some barriers  

Yes, major barriers  

 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Does your solution 
depend on elements of 
current national or 
regional regulation that 
are necessary for your 
solution to be feasible 
and viable? 

No  

Yes  

 

2 

1 

Acceptance 9. Level of 
Acceptance 

Is the stakeholder 
acceptance important 
regarding Replicability 
potential for your 
solution? 

No  

Yes, of minor 
importance  

Yes, of some 
importance  

Yes, of major 
importance  

4 

3 

 

2 

 

1 
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2 The results from questionnaires by 
participating demonstrators  

 

The evaluation of the factors has been done through analyses of the questionnaire results received 

from the demonstrators. Demonstrator have good knowledge of the project and of the actors 

involved. Answers have been translated into numerical scores by Tractebel by using a specific 

scoring methodology. The maximum score for the scalability factors and the replicability factors 

is 100 respectively.   

The demo projects and participating demonstrators are listed below. 

Table 4. Demo projects 

Projects Status Location Demonstrator 

DEMO1 - Waste heat 
recovery from a data centre 

ongoing Brunswick, 
Germany 

BS|ENERGY, a Veolia 
subsidiary – implements a 

heat recovery installation at 
one data centre located close 

to a residential area 

DEMO2 - Waste heat 
recovery from a hospital 

ongoing Madrid, Spain Hospital La Paz  Naturgy 
implements a pilot scheme at 

Hospital in Madrid 

DEMO 3 - Development of a 
local energy management 
dashboard related to a 
system for waste heat 
recovery from sewage 

ongoing Nice, France Nice Ecovallee, Grand 
Arenas project – recovers 

waste heat from low 
temperature sewage water  

DEMO4* - Waste heat 
recovery from underground 

Starting up  Berlin, Germany OPES - Heat recovery from 
metro stations in Berlin 

*DEMO project 4 was initially located in Bucharest, Romania and afterwards moved to Berlin, with similar technical 

coordinates. The scoring will be presented in the updated report in M30. 

2.1  DEMO1- Waste heat recovery from a data centre 

2.1.1 General description 

 

The Brunswick demonstration site is run by Veolia’s subsidiary BS|ENERGY - a local energy 

provider for electricity, heat, gas and water. BS|ENERGY operates high-efficiency cogeneration 

units, covering ~45% of the heat demand of the city. 

The district heating network is planned to be expanded to a residential area with approx. 400 

housing units. Close to this residential area, a data centre is currently built, whose residual excess 

heat will be recovered by using a heat pump and directed to residential consumption. Heat 

recovery is optimized with a smart control, leading to maximum efficiency of the district heating 

installation.   
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2.1.2 The evaluation of the scalability factors 

 

Evaluation of scalability and replicability factors is performed by applying the scoring methodology 

presented in section 2 to the answers provided by BS|ENERGY to the questionnaire.  

Table 5. Computer centre heat recovery - answers on the scalability questionnaire 

 
Factor Question Answer 

Actual 
score 

Technical 1. Modularity Solution can be divided into 
interdependent components, 
Independent functional units? 

Independent 
functional units 
clearly defined   

 

3 

Would it be possible to 
(technically) add easily 
components to the solution to 
increase its size? 

Yes, with minor 
change   

  

 

4 

If some components are 
software products (tools, 
databases, models, 
algorithms, etc.), does the 
growth of your solution affect 
their performance. 

No  

 

4 

2. Technology 
evolution 

Technological conditions allow 
increasing the solution size 

Partially 
addressed   

2 

Technology evolution. Do you 
foresee technological 
advances in the short to 
medium term that will mitigate 
a possible performance 
reduction (software and 
communications)? 

Not of 
importance  

 

3 

3. Interface 
Design  

Interface Design readiness for 
scalability 

How the control of 
components in your solution is 
or will be organised: Centrally,  

Decentralised or both? 

Both 

 

2 

From scalability point of view 
how is the impact of the 
solution described in the study 
case: national/ regional/ 
local...?   

Local  1 

Design to easily add new 
utility system 

Not addressed 
at all  

1 

4. Software 
integration 

The design of software 
permits the integration of more 
elements 

Yes  2 

5. Existing 
infrastructure 

Physical size limitations Yes  

 

1 

Presence of weak elements Yes  1 
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Factor Question Answer 

Actual 
score 

6. External 
Constraints 

Is the scalability of the solution 
influenced by the specific 
infrastructure of the location of 
your demo? 

Yes, major 
influence  

 

1 

Economic 7. Economy of 
Scale 

 

If the size of your solution 
increases, how do you think 
the cost and benefit of your 
solution would increase 
(economies of scale and cost 
effectiveness)? 

Yes, cost and 
benefit would 
increase   

 

3 

Do you foresee evolutions in 
the short to medium term 
which will have a positive 
influence on the cost-benefit 
ratio of your solution from 
scalability point of view? 

Not of 
importance 

1 

Are there any economic 
barriers with respect to 
Scalability that could affect the 
solution? 

No  4 

The business model can be 
scaled up 

Yes  3 

8. Profitability The economic indicators of the 
demo case demonstrates that 
the business model is viable 
enough to scale up 

Yes  

  

 

3 

Regulatory 9. Regulatory 
issues 

Are there any regulatory 
barriers with respect to 
Scalability that could affect the 
solution? 

Yes, certain 
barriers  

2 

Stakeholder 
acceptance 

10. Level of 
Acceptance 

Is the stakeholder acceptance 
important regarding Scalability 
potential for your solution? 

Yes, of major 
importance   

 

4 

 TOTAL    45 

 

 

2.1.3 The main findings on scalability 

 

As a result of processing the answers filled in by project demonstrator BS|ENEREGY, the following 

results have been obtained (see Table 6 and Figure 1 below). According to the scoring 

methodology, for each question, the answer was associated with an individual score, further 

aggregated into categories associated to scalability/replicability factors. Finally, the scores coming 

from evaluation are compared with maximum potential scores for each question/factor and an 

effectiveness rate is calculated.    
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Table 6. Effectiveness of Scalability Factors – DEMO 1, waste heat recovery from a data 

centre 

Factor 
Maximum potential 

score 
Actual 
score 

Effectiveness ratio 
(%) 

1. Modularity 

3 3 100% 

4 4 100% 

4 4 100% 

Subtotal - modularity 11 11 100% 

2. Technology evolution 

3 
2 
 

67% 

3 3 100% 

Subtotal – technology 
evolution 

6 5 83% 

3. Interface Design 

3 2 67% 

3 1 33% 

3 1 33% 

Subtotal – interface design 9 4 44% 

4. Software integration 2 2 100% 

5. Existing infrastructure 
3 1 33% 

3 1 33% 

Subtotal – existing 
infrastructure 

6 2 33% 

6. Economy of Scale 
 

3 3 100% 

4 1 25% 

4 4 100% 

3 3 100% 

Subtotal – economy of scale 14 11 79% 

7. Profitability 3 3 100% 

8. External Constraints 4 1 25% 

9. Regulatory issues 4 2 50% 

10. Level of Acceptance 4 4 100% 

TOTAL 63 45 71% 
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Figure 1: Effectiveness of scalability Factors – Waste heat recovery from a Data Centre 

From the analysis of the results, it can be concluded that the best represented factors influencing 

the scalability of the heat recovery technology are project modularity, technology evolution, 

software integration, level of acceptance and profitability, as they are registering maximum scores 

(80% - 100% effectiveness rate). The project ability to be divided by modules that could be 

implemented independently will make the project concept more likely to fit to a different scale 

and to other location. The same rationale applies to the high degree of integration of the software 

attached to project operation and especially to project profitability, which is a strong indication of 

a good economic leverage when scaling up the project dimension.  

Regarding the possibility to technically add components to increase the solution size, the 

demonstrator mentioned that to scale up the solution would require new components for the heat 

pump and new / larger low temperature District Heating Network to the new client, but pointed 

out that in some cases the existing parts of the network may limit the scale of extension. Some 

aspects that limit the solution scalability are related to the available area in the energy station 

that will limit the size of the new heat pump. 

Aspects related to external constraints, regulatory issues, interface design and existing 

infrastructure of the project idea had a weak appearance and obtained low scores (effectiveness 

rates of 25% - 50%).  

The main reason why a number of factors do not lead to a high scalability rate is the specificity of 

this solution, as for the data centre the heat recovery is fare from the core service provided and 

economic impact of heat recovery negligible on general business model. Also, the lack of 

regulation directly targeting heat recovery, with implications on deciding whether to implement 

heat recovery technologies, represent a barrier that could affect the scalability of the solution.   

In a similar manner to the scoring process performed for assessing project scalability, project 

replicability factors were evaluated. The table and graph presented below show the results 

obtained. 
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2.1.4 The evaluation of the replicability factors 

Based on the data from the demo site, the replicability factors were identified. 

Table 7. Computer centre heat recovery - Answers on the Replicability questionnaire 

 
Factor Question Scoring guide 

Actual 
score 

Technical 1. Standardisation Is the solution standard 
compliant? If yes, with which 
type of standards  

(mandatory or voluntary) 

Yes, voluntary 
standards (a 
free choice) 

2 

 

2. Interoperability Interoperability  

There is the ability to share 
data via software and 
hardware, 

Yes 2 

3. Interface 
Design  

Interface Design readiness 
for replicability 

How the control of 
components in your solution 
is or will be organised: 
Centrally,  

Decentralised or both? 

Both  2 

From replicability point of 
view how is the impact of the 
solution described in the 
Demo Case: national/ 
regional/ local...?   

International 4 

 

4. External 
Constraints 

Is the replicability of the 
solution influenced by the 
specific infrastructure of the 
location of your demo? 

Yes, major 
influence  

1 

 

Economic 5. Business model Based on the own 
experience, do you think that 
solution could easily 
deployed in other 
environment without 
additional investment 
(time/money)? If not why 
not? 

No 

 

1 

 

The economic indicators of 
the demo case  
demonstrates that the 
business model is viable 
enough to replicate 

Yes  

 

3 

6. Economy of 
Scale 

Have you evaluated different 
options (locations, network 
topology...) before the 
implementation? 

Yes, with bad 
results  

 

1 

 

Do you foresee evolutions in 
the short to medium term 
which will have a positive 
influence on the cost-benefit 
ratio of your solution from 
replicability point of view? 

Yes, evolutions 
with certain 
influence  

 

3 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Actual 
score 

Have you performed some 
analyses to study the 
influence of economic factors 
on the  

replicability capacity of the  
adopted solution in your 
country 

No  2 

From replicability point of 
view do you think the solution 
would be profitable in your 
country? 

Yes, with certain 
effort   

3 

 

Are there any economic 
barriers with respect to 
Replicability that could affect 
the solution? 

Yes, minor 
barriers  

 

3 

7. Market design Do you think that you could 
make the study case solution 
easily (economically and 
technically) compliant with a 
defined different set of 
standards? 

Yes, with major  
change  

 

2 

 

Regulatory 8. Regulatory 
issues 

Are there any regulatory 
barriers with respect to 
Replicability that could affect 
the solution? 

Yes, minor 
barriers  

3 

 

Does your solution depend 
on elements of current 
national or regional 
regulation that are necessary 
for your solution to be 
feasible and viable? 

Yes  

 

1 

Stakeholder 
acceptance 

9. Level of 
Acceptance 

Is the stakeholder 
acceptance important 
regarding Replicability 
potential for your solution? 

Yes, of major 
importance  

4 

 TOTAL   37 

 

2.1.5 The main findings on replicability 

As a result of processing the answers filled in by project demonstrator BS|ENEREGY, the following 

results have been obtained (see Table 8 and figure 2 below).  
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Table 8. Effectiveness of Replicability Factors – DEMO 1, waste heat recovery from a 

data centre 

Factor 
Maximum potential 

score 
Actual score 

Effectiveness ratio 
(%) 

1. Standardisation 3 2 67% 

2. Interoperability 2 2 100% 

3. Interface Design  
3 2 67% 

4 4 100% 

Subtotal – interface design 7 6 86% 

4. External Constraints 4 1 25% 

5. Business model 
4 1 25% 

3 3 100% 

Subtotal – business model 7 4 57% 

6. Economy of Scale 

2 1 50% 

4 3 75% 

3 2 67% 

4 3 75% 

4 3 75% 

Subtotal – economy of scale 17 12 71% 

7. Market design 4 2 50% 

8. Regulatory issues 
4 3 75% 

2 1 50% 

Subtotal – regulatory issues 6 4 67% 

9. Level of Acceptance 4 4 25% 

TOTAL 54 37 69% 
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Figure 2: Effectiveness of replicability Factors – Waste heat recovery from a Data 

Centre 

From the analysis of the results presented above on project replicability, it can be concluded that 

the best represented replicability factors are the level of acceptance, interoperability, interface 

design, economy of scale, with effectiveness ratio between 70% - 100%. Medium effectiveness 

(57% - 67%) were obtain from factors as standardisation, business model and regulatory issues, 

that were considered by demonstrators as factors with important impact on scalability of the 

solution but with some constraints that could reduce the effectiveness of scalability.  

The demonstrator of data centre heat recovery solution has pointed out that they, in addition to, 

mandatory standards also comply with voluntary standards, such as the use of only a natural 

refrigerant for heat pumps, which gives them the benefit of no limitations and being sure they will 

be able to use this solution in the future as green image of the installation.  

Based on the  own experience, demonstrator’s point of view was that the solution of heat recovery 

from a data centre could not be easily be deployed in other environment as the heat recovery 

solution generates higher investment costs compared to standard heating solutions as new 

infrastructure needs to be build (low temperature network, heat recovery station, connection to 

the heat source), additional risks are generated and the necessity of different size and distances 

makes difficult to copy one model to another place without major adjustments.  

In the short and medium term, a positive influence on the cost-benefit ratio of the data centre 

solution from the replicability point of view, is considered to be the improvement of regulatory 

conditions in this specific waste heat recovery market. From the replicability point of view, there 

are not technical barriers to implement similar demo project but is necessary additional / legal 

incentives that would give more scope for these solutions in the future.  

Market design and external constraints from a replicability point of view the effectiveness have 

low level, 25% - 50%. 
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The external constraints considered by the demonstrator are related to level of temperature of 

the traditional District Heating, to the distance between heat source and heat customer (the 

distance should be as short as possible, longer distances increase investments costs and decrease 

performance) and to incentives for heat recovery (additional support may be needed for balancing 

high investments costs).  

This leads to the conclusion that demonstrators are aware of the existence of external constraints 

that could influence the implementation of the project and trust the full viability of the business.   
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2.2  DEMO 2 - Waste heat recovery from a hospital 

2.2.1 General description 

The project is conducted by demonstrator company Naturgy at the University Hospital in Madrid 

and consists of collecting the residual heat in cold air production equipment with the scope of 

powering a high-temperature heat pump. This equipment produces heat at a sufficiently high 

useful temperature for use in the hospital’s thermal circuit, which distributes hot water to all 

hospital buildings. 

2.2.2 The evaluation of the scalability factors 

Evaluation of scalability and replicability factors is performed by applying the scoring methodology 

presented in section 2 to the answers provided by Naturgy to the questionnaire. 

Separate scoring was performed to scalability and respectively replicability questions, as shown 

in the tables below. 

 Table 9. Waste heat recovery from a hospital - answers on the scalability questionnaire 

 
Factor Question Answer 

Actual 
score 

Technical 
1. Modularity Solution can be divided into 

interdependent components, 
Independent functional units? 

Independent 
functional units 
clearly defined   

 

3 

Would it be possible to 
(technically) add easily 
components to the solution to 
increase its size? 

Yes, with 
certain change 

  

 

3 

If some components are 
software products (tools, 
databases, models, 
algorithms, etc.), does the 
growth of your solution affect 
their performance. 

Yes, certain 
impact 

 

2 

2. Technology 
evolution 

Technological conditions 
allow increasing the solution 
size 

Fully/ 
adequately 
addressed   

3 

Technology evolution. Do you 
foresee technological 
advances in the short to 
medium term that will mitigate 
a possible performance 
reduction (software and 
communications)? 

Yes 

 

1 

3. Interface 
Design  

Interface Design readiness 
for scalability 

How the control of 
components in your solution 
is or will be organised: 
Centrally,  

Decentralised or both? 

Both 

 

2 
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Factor Question Answer 

Actual 
score 

From scalability point of view 
how is the impact of the 
solution described in the 
study case: national/ regional/ 
local...?   

Other/ 
international 

4 

Design to easily add new 
utility system 

Fully / 
adequately 
addressed  

3 

4. Software 
integration 

The design of software 
permits the integration of 
more elements 

Yes  2 

5. Existing 
infrastructure 

Physical size limitations Yes  

 

1 

Presence of weak elements No  2 

6. External 
Constraints 

The economic indicators of 
the demo case demonstrates 
that the business model is 
viable enough to scale up 

No influence  

 

4 

Economic  

7. Economy of 
Scale 

If the size of your solution 
increases, how do you think 
the cost and benefit of your 
solution would increase 
(economies of scale and cost 
effectiveness)? 

No, cost and 
benefit would 
not increase 

2 

Do you foresee evolutions in 
the short to medium term 
which will have a positive 
influence on the cost-benefit 
ratio of your solution from 
scalability point of view? 

No 1 

Are there any economic 
barriers with respect to 
Scalability that could affect 
the solution? 

No 4 

The business model can be 
scaled up 

Yes 

 

3 

8. Profitability 
 

The economic indicators of 
the demo case demonstrates 
that the business model is 
viable enough to scale up 

Not yet 
considered 

1 

Regulatory 
9. Regulatory 

issues 
Are there any regulatory 
barriers with respect to 
Scalability that could affect 
the solution? 

No barriers  4 

Stakeholder 
acceptance 

10. Level of 
Acceptance 

Is the stakeholder acceptance 
important regarding 
Scalability potential for your 
solution? 

Yes, of certain 
importance   

 

3 

 TOTAL    48 
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2.2.3 The main findings on scalability 

 

As a result of processing the answers filled in by project demonstrator Naturgy, the following 

results have been obtained (see tables below). According to the scoring methodology, for each 

question, the answer was associated with an individual score, further aggregated into categories 

associated to scalability/replicability factors. Finally, the scores coming from evaluation are 

compared with maximum potential scores for each question/factor and an effectiveness rate is 

calculated.    

Table 10. Effectiveness of Scalability Factors – DEMO 2, waste heat recovery from a 

hospital 

Factor 
Maximum potential 

score 
Actual 
score 

Effectiveness ratio 
(%) 

1. Modularity 

3 3 100% 

4 3 75% 

4 2 50% 

Subtotal - modularity 11 8 73% 

2. Technology evolution 
3 3 100% 

4 1 25% 

Subtotal – technology 
evolution 

7 4 57% 

3. Interface Design 

3 2 67% 

4 4 100% 

3 3 100% 

Subtotal – interface design 10 9 90% 

4. Software integration 
 

2 2 100% 

5. Existing infrastructure 

3 
 

1 33% 

3 
 

2 67% 

Subtotal – existing 
infrastructure 

6 3 50% 

6. Economy of Scale 
 

3 2 67% 

4 1 25% 

4 4 100% 

3 3 100% 

Subtotal – economy of scale 14 10 71% 

7. Profitability 3 1 33% 
8. External Constraints 4 4 100% 
9. Regulatory issues 4 4 100% 
10. Level of Acceptance 4 3 75% 

TOTAL 65 48 74% 
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Figure 3: Effectiveness of scalability Factors – Waste heat recovery from a hospital 

From the analysis of the results presented above on project scalability, it can be concluded that 

the best represented factors influencing the scalability of the heat recovery technology are, 

‘software integration’, external constraints’ and ‘regulatory issues’, as they are registering 

maximum scores (90% - 100% effectiveness rate). This can be explained by the relatively low 

complexity of the technical solution, as compared to other heat recovery technologies. The one 

applied to hospitals is relatively simple, employing a reduced number of components and thanks 

to its low complexity, is generally much easier to optimize. With regards to ‘no external 

constraints’ and ‘regulatory issues’ factors, this was expected, since this type of heat recovery 

technology naturally integrates with local district heating and no additional legal aspects are 

involved. Regarding the external constraints, the demonstrator consider that the scalability of the 

waste heat recovery from a hospital solution is not influenced by the specific infrastructure of the 

location of the demo site. There are many sources of waste heat available in the building domain. 

There also many applications that use cooling towers to remove heat from HVAC in the buildings 

or in the industrial sector such as food processing, chemical industry, etc. The demonstrator do 

not foresee any regulatory barriers and the solution is considered as renewable source that comply 

with current regulatory trends.  

Medium effectiveness rates have obtained factors as modularity, economy of scale and level of 

acceptance (73% - 71%). The demonstrator considered that the solution can be divided into 

independent components as the demo case has independent functional units clearly defined and 

the technology can be divided into modules, but there are some aspects that limit the scalability, 

as temperature that could affect the performance of pumps, limited space and noise. 

Oppositely, project profitability, technology evolution and existing infrastructure of the project 

scored on the low side (effectiveness rates of 33% to 57% respectively). According to Naturgy 

answers to the questionnaire, the technical and economic feasibility model is under development 

so the economic indicators could not yet demonstrate that business model is viable enough to 
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scale up. Technical advances in the short and medium term could mitigate a possible performance 

reduction (freezers are evolving rapidly, as depending on the freezer used at the heat pump the 

range of temperatures could vary. 

Regarding the impact of the waste heat recovery solution, the point of view of the demonstrator 

is that there is tailored solution to each building / industry. The actual system solution of the demo 

case works well when the range of waste heat temperature is appropriate and there is a constant 

demand for hot water and/or a district heating network. 

The demonstrator considers that there is a physical size limitation as there is significant plant 

room space requirements to accommodate the solution that is not always available on-site and 

an evaluation on the each site is needed. 

In a similar manner to the scoring process performed for assessing project scalability, project 

replicability factors were evaluated. The table and graph presented below show the results 

obtained. 

2.2.4 The evaluation of the replicability factors 

Based on the answers from Naturgy, the replicability factors were evaluated as per Table 11. 

Table 11. Waste heat recovery from a hospital - answers on the Replicability 

questionnaire  

 
Factor Question Scoring guide 

Actual 
score 

Technical 1. Standardisation Is the solution standard 
compliant? If yes, with which 
type of standards  

(mandatory or voluntary) 

Yes, mandatory 
standards (a 
free choice) 

3 

2. Interoperability Interoperability  

There is the ability to share 
data via software and 
hardware, 

Yes 2 

3. Interface 
Design  

Interface Design readiness 
for replicability 

How the control of 
components in your solution 
is or will be organised: 
Centrally,  

Decentralised or both? 

Both  2 

From replicability point of 
view how is the impact of the 
solution described in the 
Demo Case: national/ 
regional/ local...?   

International  4 

4. External 
Constraints 

Is the replicability of the 
solution influenced by the 
specific infrastructure of the 
location of your demo? 

Yes, major 
influence  

1 

Economic 5. Business 
model 

Based on the own 
experience, do you think that 
solution could easily 
deployed in other 

No 

 

1 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Actual 
score 

environment without 
additional investment 
(time/money)? If not why 
not? 

The economic indicators of 
the demo case  
demonstrates that the 
business model is viable 
enough to replicate 

Not yet 
considered 

 

1 

6. Economy of 
Scale 

Have you evaluated different 
options (locations, network 
topology...) before the 
implementation? 

No 

 

2 

Do you foresee evolutions in 
the short to medium term 
which will have a positive 
influence on the cost-benefit 
ratio of your solution from 
replicability point of view? 

Yes, evolutions 
with major 
influence  

 

4 

Have you performed some 
analyses to study the 
influence of economic factors 
on the  

replicability capacity of the  
adopted solution in your 
country 

No  2 

From replicability point of 
view do you think the solution 
would be profitable in your 
country? 

Yes, with minor 
effort   

4 

Are there any economic 
barriers with respect to 
Replicability that could affect 
the solution? 

Yes, minor 
barriers  

 

3 

7. Market design Do you think that you could 
make the study case solution 
easily (economically and 
technically) compliant with a 
defined different set of 
standards? 

Yes, with certain 
change  

 

3 

Regulatory 8. Regulatory 
issues 

Are there any regulatory 
barriers with respect to 
Replicability that could affect 
the solution? 

No  4 

Does your solution depend 
on elements of current 
national or regional 
regulation that are necessary 
for your solution to be 
feasible and viable? 

No 

 

2 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Actual 
score 

Stakeholder 

acceptance 

9. Level of 
Acceptance 

Is the stakeholder 
acceptance important 
regarding Replicability 
potential for your solution? 

Yes, of major 
importance  

4 

 TOTAL   42 

 

2.2.5 The main findings on replication 

In Table 12 and Figure 4, the results of the replication of the Spanish demo are provided. 

Table 12. Effectiveness of Replicability Factors – DEMO 2, waste heat recovery from a 

hospital 

Factor 
Maximum potential 

score 
Actual score 

Effectiveness 
ratio (%) 

1. Standardisation 3 3 100% 

2. Interoperability 2 2 100% 

3. Interface Design  
3 2 67% 

4 4 100% 

Subtotal – interface design 7 6 86% 

4. External Constraints 4 1 25% 

5. Business model 
4 1 25% 

3 1 33% 

Subtotal – business model 7 2 29% 

6. Economy of Scale 

3 2 67% 

4 4 100% 

3 2 67% 

4 4 100% 

4 3 75% 

Subtotal – economy of scale 18 15 83% 

7. Market design 4 3 75% 

8. Regulatory issues 
4 4 100% 

2 2 100% 

Subtotal – regulatory issues 6 6 100% 

9. Level of Acceptance 4 4 100% 

TOTAL 55 42 76% 
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Figure 4: Effectiveness of replicability Factors – Waste heat recovery from a hospital 

 

From the analysis of the results presented above on project replicability, it can be concluded that 

the best represented replicability factors are the ‘standardization’, ‘interoperability’, ‘level of 

acceptance’ of the stakeholders and the ‘regulatory issues’, with maximum scores registered 

(100% effectiveness ratio). This result reflects the straightforwardness of the technical solution, 

enabling standardization and interchangeability and having no specific legal aspects to be 

considered. The high value of acceptance level reflects that the stakeholder’s acceptance is crucial 

on deciding to transfer the waste heat recovery solution to a different location or industry. No 

regulatory barriers were identified, current regulation in Spain promotes the use of renewable 

sources in building sector and therefore heat recovery with booster heat pump could be an 

interesting technology to be used.  

A medium effectiveness has obtained the ‘interface design’, ‘economy of scale’ and market design 

factors (75% -86%), as control components of the solution are organised both centralized and 

decentralized and economic barriers has been identified (maturity of technology and investment 

funds are required and lack of investment funds). The demonstrator considers that with certain 

change the case study solution could be compliant with defined different set of standards. Minor 

economic barriers were identified, as the maturity of used technology (heat pumps and 

refrigerants are new solution that would benefit from performance improvements as the 

technology is getting more mature). 

On the contrary, ‘external constrains’ and ‘business model’ replicability factors scored reduced 

values of effectiveness (50% and respectively 29%). With concern to the viability of the business 

model, this has not been evaluated yet (an ongoing study has to establish the economic indicators 

of the demo case).      
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2.3  DEMO 3- Development of a local energy 

management dashboard related to a system for 

waste heat recovery from sewage 

2.3.1 General description 

Wastewater leaving homes and offices is an energy source that can be used for heating buildings. 

Sewage heat recovery systems are therefore an ideal low-carbon source for cities to supply a 

district heating network. 

A vital part of the sustainability aspect of “Grand Arenas” project is an innovative waste heat 

recovery process to serve a neighbourhood through a low temperature district heating network 

with waste heat from the sewage system. In a first phase, operational by the end of 2018, a block 

of 20,000 m2 of office and hotel space will be powered by the sewage collector. 

 

2.3.2 The evaluation of the scalability factors 

Evaluation of scalability and replicability factors is performed by applying the scoring methodology 

presented in section 2 to the answers to the questionnaire. 

Separate scoring was performed to scalability and respectively replicability questions, as shown 

in the tables below. 

Table 13. Waste heat recovery from sewage - answers on the scalability questionnaire 

 
Factor Question Answer 

Actual 
score 

Technical 1. Modularity Solution can be divided into 
interdependent components, 
Independent functional units? 

Independent 
components, 
component 
division 
somewhat 
clear 

 

 

2 

Would it be possible to 
(technically) add easily 
components to the solution to 
increase its size? 

Technically 
yes, but the 
potential is 
limited 
(maximal flow 
rate available 
in the WWTP) 

1 

If some components are 
software products (tools, 
databases, models, 
algorithms, etc.), does the 
growth of your solution affect 
their performance. 

No 

 

4 

2. Technology 
evolution 

Technological conditions 
allow increasing the solution 
size 

No  1 
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Factor Question Answer 

Actual 
score 

Technology evolution. Do you 
foresee technological 
advances in the short to 
medium term that will mitigate 
a possible performance 
reduction (software and 
communications)? 

No 

 

2 

3. Interface Design  Interface Design readiness for 
scalability 

How the control of 
components in your solution 
is or will be organised: 
Centrally,  

Decentralised or both? 

Both 

 

2 

From scalability point of view 
how is the impact of the 
solution described in the 
study case: national/ regional/ 
local...?   

International 4 

Design to easily add new 
utility system 

No addressed 
at all 

1 

4. Software 
integration 

The design of software 
permits the integration of 
more elements 

Yes  2 

5. Existing 
infrastructure 

Physical size limitations yes 

 

1 

Presence of weak elements yes 1 

6. External 
Constraints 

Is the scalability of the 
solution influenced by the 
specific infrastructure of the 
location of your demo? 

Yes, major 
influence 

 

1 

Economical 7. Economy of Scale 

 

If the size of your solution 
increases, how do you think 
the cost and benefit of your 
solution would increase 
(economies of scale and cost 
effectiveness)? 

Yes, cost and 
benefit would 
increase   

 

3 

Do you foresee evolutions in 
the short to medium term 
which will have a positive 
influence on the cost-benefit 
ratio of your solution from 
scalability point of view? 

Yes, 
evolutions with 
major 
influence 

4 

Are there any economic 
barriers with respect to 
Scalability that could affect 
the solution? 

No 4 

The business model can be 
scaled up 

Yes  3 

8. Profitability The economic indicators of 
the demo case demonstrates 

yes 

  

3 
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Factor Question Answer 

Actual 
score 

that the business model is 
viable enough to scale up 

 

Regulatory 9. Regulatory issues Are there any regulatory 
barriers with respect to 
Scalability that could affect 
the solution? 

Yes, major 
barriers  

1 

Stakeholder 10. Level of 
Acceptance 

Is the stakeholder acceptance 
important regarding 
Scalability potential for your 
solution? 

Yes, of major 
importance   

 

4 

 TOTAL    44 

2.3.3 The main findings on scalability 

Based on the results from the questionnaire the results on scalability were identified as outlined 

in Table 14 and in Figure 5. 

Table 14. Effectiveness of Scalability Factors – DEMO 3, waste heat recovery from 

sewage 

Factor 
Maximum potential 

score 
Actual 
score 

Effectiveness ratio 
(%) 

1. Modularity 

3 2 67% 

4 1 25% 

4 4 100% 

Subtotal - modularity 11 7 64% 

2. Technology evolution 
3 1 33% 

3 2 67% 

Subtotal – technology 
evolution 

6 3 50% 

3. Interface Design 

3 2 67% 

4 4 100% 

3 1 33% 

Subtotal – interface design 10 7 70% 

4. Software integration 2 2 100% 

5. Existing infrastructure 
3 1 33% 

3 1 33% 

Subtotal – existing 
infrastructure 

6 2 33% 

6. Economy of Scale 
 

3 3 100% 

4 4 100% 

4 4 100% 

3 3 100% 

Subtotal – economy of scale 14 14 100% 
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Factor 
Maximum potential 

score 
Actual 
score 

Effectiveness ratio 
(%) 

7. Profitability 3 3 100% 

8. External Constraints 4 1 25% 

9. Regulatory issues 4 1 25% 

10. Level of Acceptance 4 4 100% 

TOTAL 64 44 69% 

              

Figure 5: Effectiveness of scalability Factors – Waste heat recovery from sewage  

From the analysis of the results presented above on project scalability, it can be concluded that 

the best represented factors influencing the scalability of the heat recovery technology related to 

a system for waste heat recovery from sewage are ‘software integration’, ‘economy of scale’, 

‘profitability’ and ‘level of acceptance’ as they are registering maximum scores (100% 

effectiveness ratio).  

This can be explained by the high importance of the sewage network characteristics and by the 

fact that the design of software permits the integration of more elements, no economic barriers 

with respect to scalability were identified, and the increase of size of the solution makes the 

increase of cost and benefit. A positive influence on the cost benefit ratio of the heat recovery 

from sewage is foreseen by the demonstrator if a new district heating phase (widening customer 

pool) will be built in the short to medium term. Related to the economic indicators, demonstrators 

consider that the business model for the waste heat recovery from the sewage plant is viable 

enough to scale up. 

Factors such as technology evolution, modularity and interface design obtained medium 

effectiveness ratios of scalability, in the ranges of 50% - 70%.  The demonstrator consider that 

from technical point of view, the solution can be divided into independent components, but some 
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clarifications needs to be made and for the increase of the size of the solution, the point of view 

is that this is technically possible but the potential is limited what makes the increase not to be 

taken into account in this case (maximal flow rate available in the waste water treatment plant). 

From the scalability point of view, the impact of the solution developed in the demo case is at 

international level with equilibrated heating and cooling degree days. Scaling up the solution in 

this demo case made the control more difficult requiring the implementation of new measures not 

considered before.  

On the contrary, ‘external constraints’, ‘existing infrastructure’ and ‘regulatory issues’ are factors 

that were scored low (effectiveness rates of 25% - 33%). This may be the result of the reserve 

of the technology owner in modifying the project scale, due to presence of constrains related to 

heat source (treated sewage water) and heat sink (customer pool) limitations and also as a result 

of the major influence of the size of the demo case location on the scalability of the waste sewage 

solution. 

The demonstrator identified a number of regulatory barriers with respect to scalability that could 

affect the solution, and these are: (i) Environmental barriers: cooling mode, related to maximum 

heat that can be dumped into the see, (ii) Crossing of railways: size and spacing among piping 

trenches below train rails is regulated and influences max pipe sizing and also network location 

(distance between two holes/tunnelling), (iii) Use of public space like roads or similar: no pricing 

caps are given today – taxing of road use influences business model. 

Similar to the methodology applied for assessing project scalability, project replicability factors 

were evaluated. The table and graph presented below show the results obtained. 

2.3.4 The evaluation of the replicability 

In Table 15, the replicability factors are presented as they were assessed by the French demosite. 

Table 15. Waste heat recovery from sewage - answers on the rexplicability 

questionnaire 

 
Factor Question Scoring guide 

Actual 
score 

Technical 1. Standardisation Is the solution standard 
compliant? If yes, with 
which type of standards  

(mandatory or voluntary) 

Yes, mandatory and 
voluntary standards  

3 

2. Interoperability Interoperability  

There is the ability to share 
data via software and 
hardware, 

Yes  2 

3. Interface Design  Interface Design readiness 
for replicability 

How the control of 
components in your solution 
is or will be organised: 
Centrally,  

Decentralised or both? 

Both 2 

From replicability point of 
view how is the impact of 
the solution described in the 

International   4 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Actual 
score 

Demo Case: national/ 
regional/ local...?   

4. External 
Constraints 

Is the replicability of the 
solution influenced by the 
specific infrastructure of the 
location of your demo? 

Yes, major influence  1 

Economical 5. Business model Based on the own 
experience, do you think 
that solution could easily 
deployed in other 
environment without 
additional investment 
(time/money)? If not why 
not? 

No 

 

1 

The economic indicators of 
the demo case  
demonstrates that the 
business model is viable 
enough to replicate 

yes 

 

3 

6. Economy of 
Scale 

Have you evaluated 
different options (locations, 
network topology...) before 
the implementation? 

Yes, with bad 
results 

 

1 

Do you foresee evolutions 
in the short to medium term 
which will have a positive 
influence on the cost-benefit 
ratio of your solution from 
replicability point of view? 

Yes, evolutions with 
minor influence 

 

2 

Have you performed some 
analyses to study the 
influence of economic 
factors on the  

replicability capacity of the  
adopted solution in your 
country 

No  2 

From replicability point of 
view do you think the 
solution would be profitable 
in your country? 

Yes, with certain 
effort   

3 

Are there any economic 
barriers with respect to 
Replicability that could 
affect the solution? 

Yes, minor barriers  

 

3 

7. Market design Do you think that you could 
make the study case 
solution easily 
(economically and 
technically) compliant with a 
defined different set of 
standards? 

Yes, with major 
change  

 

2 

Regulatory Are there any regulatory 
barriers with respect to 

Yes, major barriers 1 
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Factor Question Scoring guide 

Actual 
score 

8. Regulatory 
issues 

Replicability that could 
affect the solution? 

Does your solution depend 
on elements of current 
national or regional 
regulation that are 
necessary for your solution 
to be feasible and viable? 

No 

 

2 

Stakeholders 9. Level of 
Acceptance 

Is the stakeholder 
acceptance important 
regarding Replicability 
potential for your solution? 

Yes, of major 
importance  

4 

 TOTAL   36 

 

2.3.5 The main findings on replicability 

In Table 16 and Figure 6, the scores on replicability for the French demosite are found. 

Table 16. Effectiveness of Replicability Factors – DEMO 3, waste heat recovery from 

sewage 

Factor 
Maximum potential 

score 
Actual score 

Effectiveness 
ratio (%) 

1. Standardisation 3 3 100% 

2. Interoperability 2 2 100% 

3. Interface Design  
3 2 67% 

4 4 100% 

Subtotal – interface design 7 6 86% 

4. External Constraints 4 1 25% 

5. Business model 
4 1 25% 

3 3 100% 

Subtotal – business model 7 4 57% 

6. Economy of Scale 

3 1 33% 

4 2 50% 

3 2 67% 

4 3 75% 

4 3 75% 

Subtotal – economy of scale 18 11 61% 

7. Market design 4 2 50% 

8. Regulatory issues 
4 1 25% 

2 2 100% 

Subtotal – regulatory issues 6 3 50% 

9. Level of Acceptance 4 4 100% 

TOTAL 55 36 65% 
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Figure 6: Effectiveness of Replicability Factors – Waste heat recovery from sewage 

From the analysis of the results presented above on project replicability, it can be concluded that 

the best represented replicability factors are ‘standardisation’, ‘interoperability and ‘level of 

acceptance’, with maximum scores registered (100% effectiveness ratio). This results are 

reflecting the standard character of the technology, having the capacity to be implemented 

anywhere and with clear regulatory requirements set. The demonstrator mentioned that also 

voluntary standards are used, as exceeded environmental and performance standards of 

equipment. 

A medium effectiveness has obtained the ‘interface design’, ‘economy of scale’ and economy of 

scale (57% -86%), as control components of the solution are organised both centralized and 

decentralized, source allocation and size of the source is expected to have minor influence on the 

cost benefit ratio in the short and medium term and minor economic barriers were identified 

(public financing support schemes, electricity and gas prices, local taxing schemes, local regulates 

heating and cooling pricing schemes). The demonstrator mentioned that different implementation 

options were evaluated but no other feasible solution were found on site, due to specific 

conditions, such as the access to seawater that is not very easy or even not allowed (natural 

protection site) and sewage flow capacity on site that were not sufficient. 

On the contrary, ‘external constraints’, ‘regulatory issues’ and ‘market design’ registered low value 

of effectiveness (25% and respectively 50%). This mainly reflects on one hand the specificity of 

the on-site solution in terms of adaptation to the local conditions, such as WWTP size that limit 

the max heat source to be exploited and existing limitations form district heating network and 

temperature levels and major barriers identified, on the other hand. Main barriers identified are 

related to environmental barriers as sea water discharges temperatures, and related to waste 

heat energy pricing regulation and heating /cooling pricing cap (level too high could limit 

replicability). 
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3 Identification of Limitations and barriers 
 

The detailed analysis of the demonstrators’ answers allows identifying main barriers for scalability 

and replicability. The identified scalability and replicability factors already describe necessary 

conditions for scaling-up and replication of the waste heat solutions. 

The conclusions of the qualitative analysis are useful for decision-makers or those who are 

interested in developing waste heat recovery investments or are undertaking scalability and / or 

replicability activities of these types of solutions.  

The findings provide a basis for analysis, taking into account the experience of demonstrators 

implementing waste heat recovery solutions. Demonstrators' experience could be extrapolated or 

could indicate which aspects would require more attention to strengths or weaknesses that could 

have a significant impact on the solution's realization or feasibility. 

The most influential factors to the scalability and replicability effectiveness are presented in Table 

17.  

Table 17. List of the more relevant Strengths and Weaknesses (factors) associated to 

Scalability & Replicability 

Scalability Replicability 

Relevant Strengths Relevant Strengths 

Modularity Standardisation 

Economy of scale Business model 

Interoperability Interoperability 

Technology evolution  

Relevant Weaknesses Relevant Weaknesses 

External Constraints Cost benefit 

Regulation External Constraints 

Interface Design Regulation 

Acceptance Interface Design 

 Acceptance 

 

In general, difficulties arise from the fact that overcoming the barriers mostly depends on factors 

outside the project (external constraints) with limited influence of the project (e.g., heat source, 

customer behaviour, available customers, customer pool and available area). Other factors might 

or might not pose a problem depending on the project. There are factors that influence the 

scalability or replicability of a solution, but the impact is different from solution to solution. 
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No economic barriers were identified due to the implementation of the solution being profitable 

and efficient, no regulatory barriers are identified from the technological point of view. But 

regulatory economic barriers regarding public financing support schemes, local taxing schemes, 

electricity and gas pricing, local regulated heating and cooling pricing schemes were reported by 

all three demonstrators. Additional support may be needed for balancing high investment costs. 

Limitations regarding the scalability, mentioned by demonstrators of waste heat recovery from 

sewage and data centre, are mainly due to the presence of physical size limitations, available 

area limitation, on waste heat sources limitation and on customers’ consumption or customer 

pool. 

Related to scalability, the demonstrator of waste heat recovery from sewage demo site 

identified environmental barriers, related to the maxim heat that can be dumped into the sea, 

barrier related to crossing of railways (Size and spacing among piping trenches below train rails 

is regulated) that influences max pipe sizing and also network location (distance between two 

holes/tunnelling) and barriers regarding use of public space like roads or similar, as no pricing 

caps are given today. 

Related to replicability, the demonstrator of waste heat recovery from sewage demo 

site identified environmental barriers, related to sea water discharges temperatures or other 

related standards, barrier related to waste heat energy pricing regulation (heating/cooling pricing 

cap), that could limit replicability heat pricing being too high. 

From scalability point of view, the demonstrator of waste heat recovery from data centre 

demo site identified barriers related to available area for the energy station that could limit the 

scale of extension, barriers related to the existing infrastructure (low temperature district heating 

network) that limit the volume of heat that can be utilised by customers,  

From replicability point of view, the demonstrator of waste heat recovery from data centre 

demo site identified barriers related to presence of traditional district heating network that could 

influence the feasibility by replacing the network with low temperature network for the low 

temperature heat source, barriers related to the distance between heat source and heat consumer, 

as longer distances increase investments costs and decrease performance. 

The demonstrator of the reuse of the heat dissipated in cool towers solution consider that 

the global market trend for this solution is expected to substantially increase in the next decade 

as this technology helps to improve the energy efficiency, but performance improvements of the 

new equipment solution are needed to get the maturity of technology.  

Level of acceptance is most important aspect for all solutions as there is no way to force 

an owner of an excess heat source to provide the heat if there is no consumption.  

Scalability and replicability are dependent on design and should be addressed from the very 

beginning of the projects, in the design part, some actions such as the development of an end-

user consumption capacity market study, the analyse of the possibility of increasing the production 

capacity, defining functional units that can be added to increase capacity. 

Taking into account the experience of the four demonstrators, the analysis of these solutions can 

provide useful information for a broad-based principle analysis, but each case needs to be studied 

in detail in the right context (factors and variables) in which they developed. 
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4 Summary of scalability and replicability 
effectiveness 

 

Demonstrator projects, by definition, take place in realistic settings and are bound by pre-existing 

conditions. Even if the demo case is integrated, the current infrastructure may create limits on 

the maximum scale that can be reached. These limits can range from mild constraints to 

insurmountable barriers; therefore, the existing infrastructure has to be analysed. 

The implementation of solutions in the three demo cases is generally tailor made for the purpose 

of the project itself, which makes it inherently difficult to replicate or to scale up.  

However, in the case of the waste heat recovery from the hospital La Paz, Madrid, the 

demonstrator had developed an engineering study to attain the best technical solution, and also 

a general study to assess the potential of this solution with the scope of installing the same 

solution in other type of projects. Even if the solution can be scalable and replicable, the impact 

is tailored to each building / industry, depending on waste heat temperature and the level and 

continuity of the demand of hot water and/or district heating network. 

The effectiveness ratio for scalability and replicability for each of the three demo sites is presented 

in tables below.  

Table 18. DEMO 1, waste heat recovery from a data centre 

 

Area 

Scalability Replicability 

Factors 
Effectiveness 

ratio (%) 
Factors 

Effectiveness 
ratio (%) 

Technical Modularity 100% Standardisation 67% 

Technology 
evolution 

83% Inter-operability 100% 

Interface Design  44% Interface 
Design  

86% 

Software 
integration 

100% External 
Constraints 

25% 

Existing 
infrastructure 

33%   

External 
Constraints 

25%   

Economic Economy of 
Scale 

79% Business 
model 

57% 

Profitability 100% Economy of 
Scale 

71% 

  Market design 50% 

Regulatory Regulation 50% Regulation 67% 

Stakeholder 
acceptance 

Acceptance 100% Acceptance 100% 
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Area 

Scalability Replicability 

Factors 
Effectiveness 

ratio (%) 
Factors 

Effectiveness 
ratio (%) 

 TOTAL  71%  69% 

 

 

 

Table 19. DEMO 2, waste heat recovery from a hospital 

 

Area 

Scalability Replicability 

Factors 
Effectiveness 

ratio (%) 
Factors 

Effectiveness 
ratio (%) 

Technical Modularity 73% Standardisation 100% 

Technology 
evolution 

57% Inter-operability 100% 

Interface Design  90% Interface 
Design  

86% 

Software 
integration 

100% External 
Constraints 

25% 

Existing 
infrastructure 

50%   

External 
Constraints 

100%   

Economic Economy of 
Scale 

71% Business 
model 

29% 

Profitability 33% Economy of 
Scale 

83% 

  Market design 75% 

Regulatory Regulation 100% Regulation 100% 

Stakeholder 
acceptance 

Acceptance 75% Acceptance 100% 

 TOTAL  74%  76% 
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Table 20. DEMO 3, waste heat recovery from sewage 

 

Area 

Scalability Replicability 

Factors 
Effectiveness 

ratio (%) 
Factors 

Effectiveness 
ratio (%) 

Technical Modularity 64% Standardisation 100% 

Technology 
evolution 

50% Inter-operability 100% 

Interface Design  70% Interface 
Design  

86% 

Software 
integration 

100% External 
Constraints 

25% 

Existing 
infrastructure 

33%   

External 
Constraints 

25%   

Economic Economy of 
Scale 

100% Business 
model 

57% 

Profitability 100% Economy of 
Scale 

61% 

  Market design 50% 

Regulatory Regulation 25% Regulation 50% 

Stakeholder 
acceptance 

Acceptance 100% Acceptance 100% 

 TOTAL  69%  65% 

 

Based on data collected from demo cases, and effectiveness ratios obtained, it can be said that 

the scalability is moderate for all waste heat recovery demo cases, that means that a number of 

issues need to be addressed prior to or during implementation of the scaling up initiative. On the 

other hand, in terms of replicability, Demo 2 has achieved a high ratio that indicate a high potential 

of replicability of the waste heat recovery from a hospital, while Demo 1 and 3 have, similar to 

scalability, moderate average values. However, given the complex nature of this kind of waste 

heat recovery solutions, a number of issues need to be addressed in moving forward.  

 

The Cross-case comparison table and graph of scalability and replicability are shown below. 

Table 21. Scalability and replicability effectiveness ratio 

Demo Case Short Description 

Scalability 

Effectiveness 

ratio (%) 

Replicability 
Effectiveness ratio 

(%) 

DEMO 1 
Heat recovery from 

a data centre 
71 69 

DEMO 2 
Heat recovery from 

a hospital 
74 76 

DEMO 3 

Heat recovery from 

underground/ 

metro station 

69 65 
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Figure 7: Scalability and replicability indexes 

 

From the above it can be observed that scalability ratio values are situated between 69% and 

74%, while replicability indexes are scoring slightly higher, between 65% and 76%. One can note 

that in terms of scalability, DEMO2 (heat recovery from a hospital) obtained the maximum score. 

With concern to replicability, the best situated is also DEMO 2 (heat recovery from hospital). It 

also deserves to be mentioned that DEMO 3 (heat recovery from sewage) has obtained the lowest 

scores overall, while DEMO 1 (heat recovery from data centre) ranked 2nd in terms of both 

scalability and replicability. 
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5 Conclusions  
 

The report has studied the scalability and replicability of waste heat recovery demo cases 

developed on ReUseHeat project. For this purpose, factors have been sought and identified that 

influence and condition the project’s scalability and replicability. These factors involve technical, 

economic, regulatory and stakeholder acceptance related aspects. The cumulative results of the 

effectiveness analysis is presented in the tables below. 

What is important to highlight, as a result of the analysis of demonstrators' responses, is that 

there is no single factor that makes the scalability or replicability of waste heat recovery solutions, 

feasible or unfeasible, rather this relates to a set of factors. These factors are not stand alone 

terms, but are interconnected. 

Table 22. Cumulative results of the scalability effectiveness analysis 

 

Table 23. Cumulative results of the replicability effectiveness analysis 

 

The detailed analysis of the results of the questionnaire allows identifying main barriers for 

scalability and replicability. The identified scalability and replicability factors already describe 

necessary conditions for scaling-up and replication and they represent somehow rules to be 

contemplated for scalability and replicability. The answers to the questionnaires show the projects’ 

barriers with regard to scalability and replicability. 

Barriers arising from technical factors can be most easily overcome by the project solutions; the 

influence on the barriers of economic and regulatory and stakeholder related factors is limited and 

Heat recovery from a 

data centre

Heat recovery from a 

hospital

Heat recovery from 

sewage

modularity 100% 73% 64%

technology evolution 83% 57% 50%

interface design 44% 90% 70%

software integration 100% 100% 100%

existing infrastructure 33% 50% 33%

external constraints 25% 100% 25%

economy of scale 79% 71% 100%

profitability 100% 33% 100%

Regulatory regulatory issues 50% 100% 25%

Stakeholder level of acceptance 100% 75% 100%

TOTAL 71% 74% 69%

Technical

Economic

SCALABILITY  EFFECTIVENESS

Heat recovery from a 

data centre

Heat recovery from a 

hospital

Heat recovery from 

sewage

standardisation 67% 100% 100%

interoperability 100% 100% 100%

interface design 86% 86% 86%

external constraints 25% 25% 25%

business model 57% 29% 57%

economy of scale 71% 83% 61%

market design 50% 75% 50%

Regulatory regulatory issues 67% 100% 50%

Stakeholder level of acceptance 100% 100% 100%

TOTAL 69% 76% 65%

Economic

REPLICABILITY  EFFECTIVENESS

Technical
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requires considerable effort. Scalability and replicability are design-dependent and should be 

addressed from the very beginning of the projects. The existing infrastructure might impose a 

limitation on scalability, but this limitation is rather project dependent.  

Table 24Table 25Table 26 summarizes the limitations and challenges perceived and described by 

the demonstrators. Table 24Table 25Table 26 also indicates the degree of difficulty for projects to 

overcome the limitations by themselves, which follows from the received answers of the survey. 

The degree of difficulty “relatively easy” means that a project is able to overcome the limitations 

by its own actions (e.g., technical issues such independent components, technological conditions, 

design). “Intermediately easy” means that the project can overcome the limitation but with certain 

additional technical and economic effort (e.g., the use of proprietary standard or provider-specific 

applications could raise project costs). “Relatively slow/difficult” finally means that the overcoming 

the limitation mostly depends on factors/actors outside the project (e.g., technical issues such as 

source capacity, volume of heat used by customers or issues related to customer behaviour are 

difficult to influence by the project). 

In general, difficulties arise from the fact that overcoming the barriers mostly depends on actors 

outside the project with influence on the project (e.g., customer behaviour, customer pool, size 

source, existing network, temperature level). Other factors might or might not pose a problem 

depending on the waste heat recovery solution. 
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Table 24. Demo 1 - Limitation and challenges with regard to scalability and replicability factors 

Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

Technical Modularity + independent functional units are clearly 

defined 

+ adding components (technical point of 

view) with minor changes  

-available area is limited 

- new components for low temperature 

DHN to the client 

- limited heat source 

Standardisation +mandatory standards 

~voluntary standards 

+safety to use equipment in the future  

Technology 

evolution 

-technological conditions partially 

addressed the size increasing  

Interoperability -Customized equipment implementation 

+ ability to share data 

Interface 

design 

- Depends on nature of the project and focus 

~ Control of components 

+ International impact 

Interface design 
~ Control of components 

+ International impact 
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Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

Software tool 

integration 

+ the design permits the integration of more 

elements 

  

Existing 

infrastructure 

- Presence of weak elements, as heat source 

and customer pool limitation 

- Physical size limitation 

- Heat source 

- customer pool 

  

External 

constraints 

- Specific infrastructure of the location has 

major influence 

- consumption level  

-DHN temperature level 

External 

constraints 

-Specific infrastructure of the location has 

major influence 

-Presence of traditional DHN 

-DH  temperature level 

-distance between heat source and heat 

consumer 

- Incentives for heat recovery 

Economic Profitability +Focus on feasibility 

+Economic indicators  

Business model -Higher investment costs  compared to 

standard heating solutions 

- additional risks for such projects 
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Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

- additional costs -difficult to copy the model 

, different size, distances 

Economy of 

scale 

+no major economic barriers 

+business model can be scaled up 

Economy of 

scale 

-Regulatory conditions 

- Different options has been evaluated, with 

bad results. 

- high temperature network is not 

economical feasible 

Regulatory Regulation - Lack of rules to provide service 

- Lack of rules for interaction 

-Public financing support  

- schemes, local taxing schemes, electricity  

-Local regulated heating and cooling pricing 

schemes 

Regulation + no technical barriers 

~ minor economic barriers 

- Barriers Tariff scheme changes 

- Gap regulatory framework 

 

Stakeholder 

acceptance  

Acceptance - Change customer behaviour 

+ Level of acceptance of customers has 

major importance  

Acceptance -Change customer and operator Behaviour 

- Stakeholder opposition or hesitancy 

+ Relatively easy; ~ intermediately easy; - Relatively slow/difficult; 
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Table 25. Demo 2 - Limitation and challenges with regard to scalability and replicability factors 

Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

Technical Modularity + independent functional units are clearly 

defined 

~adding components with certain changes 

(technical point of view) to increase the size  

-available area is limited 

- aspects that limit scalability: 

temperatures, space and noise 

Standardisation +mandatory standards 

+safety to use equipment in the future  

Technology 

evolution 

+technological conditions allow increasing 

the solution size (adequately addressed) 

-technological advances: Freezers are 

evolving rapidly, consequently the range of 

temperatures could vary 

Interoperability -Customized equipment implementation 

+ ability to share date 
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Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

Interface 

design 

~ Control of components 

+ International impact 

~the impact is tailored to each building. The 

system works well when the temperature 

waste heat range is appropriate to use a 

booster heat pump and there is a constant 

demand for hot water and / or a district 

heating network 

Interface design 
~Control of components 

+ International impact 

 

Software tool 

integration 

+ the design permits the integration of more 

elements 

  

Existing 

infrastructure 

- Physical size limitation   

External 

constraints 

~Specific infrastructure of the location has 

no influence 

- constant demand for hot water and / or a 

district heating network 

External 

constraints 

+Specific infrastructure of the location has 

no major influence 

-distance between heat source and heat 

consumer 

Economic Profitability +Focus on feasibility 

-The technical and economic feasibility 

model is under performance  

Business model ~ Solution could not easily deployed in other 

environment. Additional investment is 

needed 
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Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

Economy of 

scale 

+no major economic barriers 

+business model can be scaled up 

-Cost and benefit would not increase if the 

size of solution increases. Scalability is not 

a key element in the feasibility of the 

project 

+The project is modular 

Economy of 

scale 

-Regulatory conditions 

- certain economic barriers  

- maturity of technology 

- investment fund 

 

Regulatory Regulation - no regulatory barriers 

+ the booster heat pump can be considered 

as a renewable source and comply with 

current regulatory trends 

Regulation -No regulatory barriers 

 

Stakeholder 

acceptance  

Acceptance - Stakeholder opposition or hesitancy 

~ Level of acceptance of customers has 

medium importance 

Acceptance +Stakeholder acceptance has major 

importance 

+ Relatively easy; ~ intermediately easy; - Relatively slow/difficult; 
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Table 26. Demo 3 - Limitation and challenges with regard to scalability and replicability factors 

Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

Technical Modularity ~ independent functional units are 

somewhat clearly defined 

-adding components from technical point of 

view is possible but heat potential is limited   

- heat source is limited (maximal flow rate 

available in the WWTP) 

Standardisation +mandatory standards 

~voluntary standards- exceeded 

environmental and performance standard of 

equipment 

Technology 

evolution 

-technological conditions do not allow 

increasing the solution size 

- short term no scalability is possible 

- Mid-term limited scalability 

Interoperability -Customized equipment implementation 

+ ability to share date 

Interface 

design 

- Depends on nature of the project and focus 

~ Control of components 

~The impact is international with 

equilibrated heating and cooling degree 

days 

-Design to add new utility – technically is 

feasible, but heat source is limited 

Interface design 
 

~Control of components 

+ The impact of the solution is international 

, depending on the heating and cooling 

degree days/ hours distribution during the 

year 
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Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

Software tool 

integration 

+ the design permits the integration of more 

elements 

  

Existing 

infrastructure 

- Physical size limitation 

- Heat source (treated sewage water) 

limitation 

- customer pool limitation 

  

External 

constraints 

-Specific infrastructure of the location has 

major influence 

- size of the waste water treatment plant 

has major influence 

External 

constraints 

-Specific infrastructure of the location has 

major influence 

-Presence of existing DH network  

-DH  temperature level 

-WWTP plant size – limitation in integration 

of source and coupling of network 

Economic Profitability +Economic indicators demonstrates that 

business model is viable enough to scale up 

+Economic indicators  

Business model - The solution could not easily deployed in 

other environment 

+Economic indicators 

Economy of 

scale 

+ the size can increase and cost and benefit 

would increase 

Economy of 

scale 

-other solutions were evaluated, with bed 

results. No other feasible solution was found 
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Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

+No economic barriers 

+business model can be scaled up 

on site (natural protection site, on-site 

sewage flow capacity not sufficient)  

-Minor barriers 

-public financing support schemes 

- Electricity and gas pricing 

- Local taxing schemes 

- Local regulated heating and cooling pricing 

schemes 

Regulatory Regulation -Regulatory major barriers 

- environmental – the maximum heat that 

can be dumped into the see 

- crossing railways – size and spacing among 

piping trenches below train rails is regulated 

and influences max pipe sizing and also 

network location 

- use of public space like roads or similar – 

no pricing caps are given today, taxis of road 

use influences BM 

Regulation 
-Environmental barriers – sea water 

discharge temperatures or other standards 

-Waste heat energy pricing regulation – if 

too high could limit the replicability 
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Nature of 

limitation 

Scalability Issues Replicability Issues 

Stakeholder 

acceptance  

Acceptance + Stakeholder acceptance has major 

importance 

Acceptance + Stakeholder acceptance has major 

importance 

+ Relatively easy; ~ intermediately easy; - Relatively slow/difficult; 
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6 ANNEXES 

6.1  Evaluation grid 

 

6.1.1 Demo 1 - Excess heat recovery from the data centre 

 

 

Questionnaire template for studying Scalability issues  
 

 Name of the demo case:  

 Excess heat recovery from the data centre 
 

     Name of the Demonstrator:  
 
BS|ENERGY, Veolia 
 

 
Definition to be followed: Scalability can be defined as the ability of a system to change its scale in 
order to meet growing volumes of demand 

 
 

A. Introductory questions 
 

Were there plans within to investigate the Scalability of this demo case? 

☒ Yes 

☐ No 

☐ Not yet considered 

If yes (already done or planned for the future), describe the plans briefly. If no, why not? 

(Egg: expected and/or evaluated new size/s, aspects that are explored and expected to change with the new 

size, how long did the study take? timing managed for the implementation, learnt experiences) 

 

There is a potential commercial area located in the close neighbourhood of the heat source which may benefit from heat 

recovery in the future. The construction of the facility has not yet been confirmed. No detailed information about the potential 

stakeholder is available.  

 

B. Technical questionnaire on Scalability 

Modularity 

 

1. Solution can be divided into interdependent components, Independent functional units? 

 

☒Independent functional units clearly defined  

☐Interdependent components, component division somewhat clear  
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☐Not clear if the solution could be divided 

 

2. Would it be possible to (technically) add easily components to the solution to increase its size? 

 

☒Yes, with minor change  

 ☐Yes, with certain change  

 ☐Yes, with major change  

 ☐No, not considered yet  

Please, fill in the following table, based on the next aspects:   

- Which components would need to increase the number to scale up the solution?  

- How could it be done?  

- Technical feasibility of adding components 

Components Would you require adding new 

components to scale up your 

solution?  (yes / no) 

-Is it technologically feasible today? (yes / no)  

-Would you need to change: technology, type 

of equipment? (Yes / no /which one?) 

heat pump Yes Yes 

No 

DHN yes – new / larger low 

temperature DHN to the new 

client 

Yes, can be extended, but existing parts may 

limit the scale of extension 

no 

 

Are there aspects that limit, affecting the proper functioning of the solution, on adding extra 

components (if any?) 

 

Aspects that 

limit Scalability 

Which functions of the demo 

case are affected? 

Reasons (why?) 

Expected size of the solution that could be 

achieved taken into account this limitation 

Available area in 

energy station 

Size of heat pump, which is 

used 

Another heat pump would require additional 

space in the energy station, which is limited 

today. Another heat pump can only be of a size 

of another 1 MW (estimation). In all other 

cases a new energy station has to be build. 

 

Could you indicate which would be the maximum size of the solution taken into account the most 

restrictive limit? 

1 MW. 

 

3. If some components are software products (tools, databases, models, algorithms, etc.), does 

the growth of your solution affect their performance.  

 

☒No  

☐Yes, minor impact  

☐Yes, certain impact 
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☐Yes, major impact  

[Potential affecting issues: tools functionalities, databases size and expansion capabilities, models, 

calculation speed, capacity of graphical representation, interfaces] 

 

Technology evolution  

 

4. Technological conditions allow increasing the solution size 

 

☐Fully/adequately addressed  

☒Partially addressed  

☐Not addressed at all  

5. Do you foresee technological advances in the short to medium term that will mitigate a 

possible performance reduction (software and communications)? 

 

☒Not of importance  

☐No  

☐Yes  

Interface Design Flexibility  

 

6. How the control of components in your solution is or will be organised: Centrally, 

Decentralised or both? 

☐Centrally 

☐Decentralised  

☒Both 

7. From scalability point of view how is the impact of the solution described in the study case: 

national/ regional/ local...?   

☐National  

☐Regional  

☒Local  

☐Other: (indicate it here) 

8. Design to easily add new excess waste heat source system 

☐Fully/adequately addressed  

☐Partially addressed  

☒Not addressed at all  

Software integration  

 

9. The design of software permits the integration of more elements 
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☒Yes  

☐No  

Existing infrastructure  

 

10. Physical size limitations 

 

☐Not of importance  

☐No  

☒Yes  

If yes, please explain. 

The heat recovery is based on a LTDH network, this infrastructure is limiting the volume of heat that can be 

utilized by customers. 

 

11. Presence of weak elements 

 

☐Not of importance  

☐No  

☒Yes  

 

If yes, please explain what are the weak elements from the scalability point of vue. 

 

External Constraints 

12. Is the scalability of the solution influenced by the specific infrastructure of the location of your 

demo? 

 

☐No influence 

☐Yes, minor influence  

☐Yes, certain influence  

☒Yes, major influence  

 

C. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Economic factor   

 

Economy of Scale 

 

13. If the size of your solution increases, how do you think the cost and benefit of your solution 

would increase (economies of scale and cost effectiveness)? 

 

☒Yes, cost and benefit would increase  

☐No, cost and benefit would not increase  

☐Not yet considered 
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[Economy of Scale: Scalability will be carried out if the increase of size of the solution makes it economically feasible. 

Economy of scale is necessary. That is, the percentage increase in cost is at most equal to the percentage increase in 

project size]  

 

 [Cost Effectiveness: The percentage increase in benefits should be at least equal to the percentage increase in project 

size] 

 

Have you considered this for your solution?  

☒Yes  

☐ No  

☐ Not yet considered 

 

14. Do you foresee evolutions in the short to medium term which will have a positive influence on 

the cost-benefit ratio of your solution from scalability point of view? 

 

☐Yes, evolutions with major influence  

☐Yes, evolutions with certain influence  

☐Yes, evolutions with minor influence  

☒No  

If yes, describe the expected evolutions (equipment, systems, customer behaviour, regulatory...) 

 

15. Are there any economic barriers with respect to Scalability that could affect the solution? 

 

☐Yes, major barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☐Yes, minor barriers  

☒No  

16. The business model can be scaled up 

 

☒Yes  

 ☐No  

 ☐Not yet considered 

 

Profitability  

17. The economic indicators of the demo case demonstrates that the business model is viable 

enough to scale up 

 

☒Yes  

 ☐No  

 ☐Not yet considered 
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D. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Regulatory issues 

18. Are there any regulatory barriers with respect to Scalability that could affect the solution? 

 

☐No barriers  

☐Yes, minor barriers  

☒Yes, certain barriers 

☐Yes, major barriers 

Regulatory barriers Description 

Tariff scheme changes are needed There is no common scheme addressing the mixed utilization 

of different heat sources like chp, renewables, recovered 

heat, etc. Therefore limitations exist within different funding 

schemes according to their purposes (either renewable OR 

industrial excess heat OR renewables OR recovered heat, 

etc.) to exclude or limit sources in the heat mix.  

In addition the cost of the electricity consumption of the heat 

pump is heavily influenced by regulation of electricity 

markets and prices. 

E. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Level of Acceptance 

19. Is the stakeholder acceptance important regarding Scalability potential for your solution? 

Stakeholder: People involved directly or indirectly with the Demo Case that is necessary to 

implement the solution (i.e. investment, regulatory bodies...) or those who are subjected to it 

(i.e. customers...) 

 

☒Yes, of major importance  

 ☐Yes, of certain importance  

 ☐Yes, of minor importance  

 ☐No importance  

Please, explain why. 

Level of acceptance by the data centre is the most important aspect as there is no way to force 

an owner of an excess heat source to provide the heat. For a data centre in particular, it has to 

be noted that heat recovery is fare from the core service provided and economic impact of heat 

recovery negligible on general business model.  

 

Questionnaire template for studying Replicability issues  
Definition to be followed: Replicability denotes the property of a system that allows it to be duplicated 

at another location or time, on modular basis. 
 

A. Introductory questions 
 

Were there plans within to investigate the Replicability of this demo case? 

☒ Yes 

☐ No 

☐ Not yet considered 
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If yes (already done or planned for the future), describe the plans briefly. If no, why not? 

 

(Egg: new locations considered, aspects that are explored and  

expected to change, how long did the study took, timing managed for the implementation,  

learnt experiences from the original implementation...) 

 

A replication at a new location is currently under investigation. Due to confidentiality reasons no information can be shared. 

 

B. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Technical factor 

 

Standardisation 

 

1. Is the solution standard compliant? If yes, with which type of standards (mandatory or 

voluntary) 

☐Yes, mandatory standards (an impose choice) 

☒Yes, voluntary standards (a free choice) 

☐No 

Could you mention the benefits and/or challenges (regarding Scalability and Replicability) you 

expect for being your system/solution compliant with the contemplated standards? 

 

Standards Propose of the 

standard in the 

solution  

Benefits & challenges for Replicability 

Natural Heat 

pump 

refrigerant 

Usage of a natural 

refrigerant only, 

going beyond 

current legal 

requirements 

Benefits – safety, no limitations to use the heat 

pump in the future, green image of the 

installation 

Challenges – usage of natural refrigerant 

reduce the choice of solutions available on the 

market: there are many heat pumps with 

chlorine-free liquids (but non-natural) 

 

Interoperability 

 

2. There is the ability to share data via software and hardware, 

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

Interface Design 

 

3. Interface Design readiness for replicability. How the control of components in your solution is 

or will be organised: Centrally, Decentralised or both? 

 

☐Centralised  

☒Both  

☐Decentralised  
 

4. From replicability point of view how is the impact of the solution described in the Demo Case: 

national/ regional/ local...?   

☒International 

☐National 
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☐Regional 

☐Local 

☐Other: (indicate it here) 

 

External Constraints 

 

5. Is the replicability of the solution influenced by the specific infrastructure of the location of your 

demo? 

 

☐No influence  

☐Yes, minor influence  

☐Yes, certain influence  

☒Yes, major influence  

If yes, by which aspects? 

Please, describe. 

 

Infrastructure characteristics In what influent? 

presence of traditional DHN 

 

Low-temperature DHN is required for low temperature heat source. 

Replacement of traditional DHN would not be economically feasible. 

Implementation in an area without any DHN seems preferable 

Distance between heat source and 

heat customer 

 

The distance should be as short as possible. Longer 

distances increase investments costs and decrease 

performance.  

Incentives for heat recovery additional support may be needed for balancing high 

investment costs, without it such projects may not be 

profitable 

 

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

C. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Economic factor  
 

Business model 

 

6. Based on the own experience, do you think that solution could easily deployed in other 

environment without additional investment (time/money)? If not why not? 

 

☐Yes, with minor investment 

☐Yes with certain investment 

☐Yes with major investment  

☒No 

 

Please, describe how or why not. 

 

A heat recovery solution generates higher investment costs compared to standard heating 

solutions as new infrastructure needs to be build, such as LTDH, heat recovery station and 

connection to the heat source. 

Such project generates some additional risks, too and needs more time for the implementation 

as it is not state of the art. 
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Each demo has a different size, distances, which makes it difficult to copy one model to another 

solutions without major adjustments. 

 

 

7. The economic indicators of the demo case demonstrates that the business model is viable 

enough to replicate 

☒Yes  

☐No  

☐Not yet considered 

 

Economy of Scale 

 

8. Have you evaluated different options (locations, network topology...) before the 

implementation? 

 

☐Yes, with good results  

☐No  

☒Yes, with bad results  
 

If no, why not? If yes, why and how is it applied? 

Please, describe how or why not. 

The location of the data centre determines the location of the heat recovery demo. No other data 

centre was/is foreseen to be built in the city. Heat recovery to supply a high temperature network 

was considered to be not economical feasible.  

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

9. Do you foresee evolutions in the short to medium term which will have a positive influence on 

the cost-benefit ratio of your solution from replicability point of view? 

 

☐Yes, evolutions with major influence  

☒Yes, evolutions with certain influence  

☐Yes, evolutions with minor influence  

☐No  

If yes, please describe the expected evolutions (equipment, systems, customer behaviour, 

regulatory...) 

If regulatory conditions are improved will be more easy. 

 

10. Have you performed some analyses to study the influence of economic factors on the 

replicability capacity of the adopted solution in your country? 
 

☐Yes, with good results  

☒No  

☐Yes with bad results  

 

If yes, please describe the general bases for this analysis and the results achieved. 

 

11. From replicability point of view do you think the solution would be profitable in your country? 

 

☐Yes, with minor effort  
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☒Yes, with certain effort  

☐Yes, with major effort  

☐No  

 

Please, could you provide some info that justify your answer? 

There are no technical barriers to implement similar demo. With some additional financial/legal incentives such 

project may gain more attention in the future. 

 

 

12. Are there any economic barriers with respect to Replicability that could affect the solution? 

☐No barriers  

☒Yes, minor barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☐Yes, major barriers  

 

Economic barriers Description 

External investment funds External financial support may be required 

to gain the profitability of the project 

 

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

Market design 

 

13. Do you think that you could make the study case solution easily (economically and technically) 

compliant with a defined different set of standards? 

 

☐Yes, with minor change  

☒Yes, with certain change 

☐Yes, with major change 

☐No  

 

 

D. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Regulatory issues 
 

14. Are there any regulatory barriers with respect to Replicability that could affect the solution? 

 

☐No  

☒Yes, minor barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☐Yes, major barriers  

 

Regulatory barriers Description 

Tariff scheme changes are  

needed 
There is no common scheme addressing the 

mixed utilization of different heat sources like 

chp, renewables, recovered heat, etc. Therefore 

limitations exist within different funding 

schemes according to their purposes (either 
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renewable OR industrial excess heat OR 

renewables OR recovered heat, etc.) to exclude 

or limit sources in the heat mix. 

In addition the costs of the electricity 

consumption of the heat pump is heavily 

influenced by regulation of electricity markets 

and prices. 

 

 

15. Does your solution depend on elements of current national or regional regulation that are 

necessary for your solution to be feasible and viable? 

 

☐No 

☒Yes 

 

 

E. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Level of Acceptance factor 

 

16. Is the stakeholder acceptance important regarding Replicability potential for your solution? 

 

☐No  

☐Yes, of minor importance  

☐Yes, of certain importance  

☒Yes, of major importance  

 

If yes, please explain why. 

 

Level of acceptance by the data centre is the most important aspect as there is no way to force 

an owner of an excess heat source to provide the heat. For a data centre in particular, it has to 

be noted that heat recovery is fare from the core service provided and economic impact of heat 

recovery negligible on general business model. 
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6.1.2 Demo 2: Waste heat recovery from Hospital La Paz 

Spain 

 

Demo 2: Waste heat recovery from a hospital 

 

     Name of the Demonstrator 
 

Hospital La Paz, Madrid, Spain 
 

A. Introductory questions 
 

Were there plans within to investigate the Scalability of this demo case? 

☒ Yes 

☐ No 

☐ Not yet considered 

If yes (already done or planned for the future), describe the plans briefly.  

Naturgy is undertaking an engineering study to attain the best technical solution for La Paz 

Hospital. In addition, this task is integrated with a general study to assess the potential of this 

solution being installed in other type of projects where waste heat energy is available (replicability 

and scalability). Moreover, the study scope has been enlarged to assess different type of buildings, 

food industry plants, and so on. 

 

If no, why not? 

 

B. Technical questionnaire on Scalability 

Modularity 

 

1. Solution can be divided into interdependent components, Independent functional units? 

 

☒Independent functional units clearly defined. It would be the booster heat pump. 

☐Interdependent components, component division somewhat clear  

☐Not clear if the solution could be divided 

 

2. Would it be possible to (technically) add easily components to the solution to increase its size? 

 

☐Yes, with minor change  

 ☒Yes, with certain change.  

 ☐Yes, with major change  

 ☐No, not considered yet  

Depends on how many pumps you install. These technology is easily moludable. 

Please, fill in the following table, based on the next aspects:   

- Which components would need to increase the number to scale up the solution?  
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- How could it be done?  

- Technical feasibility of adding components 

 

Components Would you require adding new 

components to scale up your 

solution?  (yes / no) 

-Is it technologically feasible today? (yes / no)  

-Would you need to change: technology, type 

of equipment? (Yes / no /which one?) 

Chiller machine Yes Yes. Maybe type of equipment. 

   

 

Are there aspects that limit, affecting the proper functioning of the solution, on adding extra 

components (if any?)  

 

Aspects that 

limit Scalability 

Which functions of the demo 

case are affected? 

Reasons (why?) 

Expected size of the solution that could be 

achieved taken into account this limitation 

Temperatures  Performance of the pump is affected. 

Noise  Maybe you will need to make an enclosure. 

Space  Physical space is limited. 

 

Could you indicate which would be the maximum size of the solution taken into account the most 

restrictive limit? 

Prior to the execution of  a technical and economic analysis, it was foreseen  to install a heat 

pump of 800 kw. Once the preliminary study has been done, a 400 kW pump is considered a 

preferred size for the project. 

 

3. If some components are software products (tools, databases, models, algorithms, etc.), does 

the growth of your solution affect their performance.  

 

☐No  

☐Yes, minor impact  

☒Yes, certain impact As more pumps are installed, it will be necessary to adapt 

algorithms, models and tools. 

☐Yes, major impact  

Technology evolution  

 

4. Technological conditions allow increasing the solution size 

 

☒Fully/adequately addressed  

☐Partially addressed  

☐Not addressed at all  

5. Do you foresee technological advances in the short to medium term that will mitigate a 

possible performance reduction (software and communications)?  
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☐Not of importance  

☐No  

☒Yes Freezers are evolving rapidly. Depending on the freezer used at the pump, the 

range of temperatures could vary. 

Interface Design Flexibility  

 

6. How the control of components in your solution is or will be organised: Centrally, 

Decentralised or both? 

 

☐Centrally 

☐Decentralised  

☒Both 

7. From scalability point of view how is the impact of the solution described in the study case: 

national/ regional/ local...?   

☐National  

☐Regional  

☐Local  

☒Other: (indicate it here)  

The impact is tailored to each building/industry. This system works well when the temperature 

waste heat range is appropriate to use a BHP and there is a constant demand for hot water 

and/or a district heating network. The project has an international market. 

8. Design to easily add new utility system 

☒Fully/adequately addressed  

☐Partially addressed  

☐Not addressed at all  

 

Software integration  

 

9. The design of software permits the integration of more elements 

 

☒Yes  

☐No  

Existent infrastructure  

10. Physical size limitations 

 

☐Not of importance  

☐No  
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☒Yes  

If yes, please explain.   

There are significative plant room space requirements necessary to accommodate the solution. 

Space is not always available on-site. Therefore project implementation has to be evaluated ad-

hoc. 

 

11. Presence of weak elements 

 

☐Not of importance  

☒No  

☐Yes  

If yes, please explain what are the weak elements from the scalability point of view. 

 

External Constraints 

12. Is the scalability of the solution influenced by the specific infrastructure of the location of your 

demo? 

 

☒No influence 

☐Yes, minor influence  

☐Yes, certain influence  

☐Yes, major influence  

There are many sources of waste heat available in the building / industrial environment where 

this technology may be used. However, in our demo, the goal is to reuse the heat dissipated in 

cooling towers to produce for the hospital hot water demand in summer mainly. 

 

There are many applications that use cooling towers to remove heat from HVAC in our buildings 

or in the industrial sector such as food processing, chemical industry, etc. The global market trend 

for cooling towers usage is expected to substantially increase in the next decade as this technology 

helps to improve the energy efficiency and also reduce the plant room requirements and, 

therefore, we deem there is plenty of room for potential use of this sort of solution. 

 

C. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Economic factor   

 

Economy of Scale 

 

13. If the size of your solution increases, how do you think the cost and benefit of your solution 

would increase (economies of scale and cost effectiveness)? 

 

☐Yes, cost and benefit would increase  

☒No, cost and benefit would not increase  

☐Not yet considered 
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In principle, the project is modular and therefore several BHP units can be installed 

taking into account the specific project needs. Scalability is not a key element in the feasibility 

of the project. 

[Economy of Scale: Scalability will be carried out if the increase of size of the solution makes it economically feasible. 

Economy of scale is necessary. That is, the percentage increase in cost is at most equal to the percentage increase in 

project size]  

 

 [Cost Effectiveness: The percentage increase in benefits should be at least equal to the percentage increase in project 

size] 

 

Have you considered this for your solution?  

☐Yes  

☐ No  

☒ Not yet considered 

 

 

14. Do you foresee evolutions in the short to medium term which will have a positive influence on 

the cost-benefit ratio of your solution from scalability point of view? 

 

☐Yes, evolutions with major influence = 4 

☐Yes, evolutions with certain influence = 3 

☐Yes, evolutions with minor influence = 2 

☒No 

If yes, describe the expected evolutions (equipment, systems, customer behaviour, regulatory...). 

The BHP units under study employee fairly new refrigerant for heat pump equipment, i.e., 

R1234ze, NH3 and CO2. For this reason, there is room to evolve the technology to get better 

performance, more availability in the market and cost reduction. 

 

15. Are there any economic barriers with respect to Scalability that could affect the solution?  

 

☐Yes, major barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☐Yes, minor barriers  

☒No  

We believe that modular solutions will be a good implementation methodology. 

16. The business model can be scaled up 

 

☒Yes  

 ☐No  

 ☐Not yet considered 
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Profitability  

17. The economic indicators of the demo case demonstrates that the business model is viable 

enough to scale up. 

 

☐Yes  

 ☐No  

 ☒Not yet considered 

The technical and economical feasibility model is under performance. 

 

D. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Regulatory issues 

18. Are there any regulatory barriers with respect to Scalability that could affect the solution? 

 

☒No barriers  

☐Yes, minor barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers 

☐Yes, major barriers 

Regulatory barriers Description 

  

  

 

We do not foresee any regulatory barriers. On the other hand, we consider that the BHP can be 

considered as a renewable source and comply with current regulatory trends. 

E. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Level of Acceptance 

19. Is the stakeholder acceptance important regarding Scalability potential for your solution? 

Stakeholder: People involved directly or indirectly with the Demo Case that is necessary to 

implement the solution (i.e. investment, regulatory bodies...) or those who are subjected to it 

(i.e. customers...) 

 

☐Yes, of major importance  

 ☒Yes, of certain importance  

 ☐Yes, of minor importance  

 ☐No importance  

Please, explain why. 
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Potential clients of the Building and industrial sectors will have to be persuaded that the BHP 

solution offers a good technical solution and competes economically with other alternative 

technologies such as solar panels. 

 

 

Questionnaire template for studying Replicability issues  
 

Definition to be followed: Replicability denotes the property of a system that allows it to be duplicated 
at another location or time, on modular basis. 
 

 

A. Introductory questions 
 

Were there plans within to investigate the Replicability of this demo case? 

x Yes 

☐ No 

☐ Not yet considered 

If yes (already done or planned for the future), describe the plans briefly. If no, why not? 

 

Naturgy is undertaking an engineering study to attain the best technical solution for La Paz 

Hospital. In addition, this task is integrated with a general study to assess the potential of this 

solution being installed in other type of projects where waste heat energy is available 

(replicability). Moreover, the study scope has been enlarged to assess different type of buildings, 

food industry plants, and so on. 

 

(Egg: new locations considered, aspects that are explored and  

expected to change, how long did the study took, timing managed for the implementation,  

learnt experiences from the original implementation...) 

 

B. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Technical factor 

Standardisation 

 

1. Is the solution standard compliant? If yes, with which type of standards (mandatory or 

voluntary) 

☒Yes, mandatory standards (an impose choice) 

☐Yes, voluntary standards (a free choice) 

☐No 

Could you mention the benefits and/or challenges (regarding Scalability and Replicability) you 

expect for being your system/solution compliant with the contemplated standards? 

 

Standards Propose of the standard in 

the solution  

Benefits & challenges for 

Replicability 

National Building Recs  N/A 

   

 

Interoperability 

 

2. There is the ability to share data via software and hardware, 

☒Yes 

☐No 
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Interface Design 

 

3. Interface Design readiness for replicability. How the control of components in your solution is 

or will be organised: Centrally, Decentralised or both? 

 

☐Centralised  

☒Both  

☐Decentralised  
 

4. From replicability point of view how is the impact of the solution described in the Demo Case: 

national/ regional/ local...?   
 

☐National 

☐Regional 

☐Local 

☒Other: This solution would be applicable in EU and overseas markets. 
 

External Constraints 

 

5. Is the replicability of the solution influenced by the specific infrastructure of the location of your 

demo? 

 

☐No influence  

☐Yes, minor influence  

☐Yes, certain influence  

☒Yes, major influence  

 

If yes, by which aspects? Cooling towers is a common technology used in hospitals to dissipate 

heat from chillers and particularly in Spain since it enjoys a warm climate. This should be assessed 

for each specific country but, there are many other potential applications where cooling towers 

are used (apart from hospitals) such as food industry, industrial plants. 

 

Infrastructure characteristics In what influent? 

Include here the influent 

factors.  

 

Refrigeration system It needs to have cooling towers. 

Adequate temperatures In the cooling system 

 

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

C. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Economic factor  
 

Business model 

 

6. Based on the own experience, do you think that solution could easily deployed in other 

environment without additional investment (time/money)? If not why not?  

 

☐Yes, with minor investment 

☐Yes with certain investment 
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☐Yes with major investment  

☒No 

 

The HBP has to be specifically adapted to each building to take into consideration detail plants, 

other infrastructures and layouts. Additional investment is required. 

 

 

7. The economic indicators of the demo case demonstrates that the business model is viable 

enough to replicate 

☐Yes  

☐No  

☒Not yet considered 

 

Economy of Scale 

 

8. Have you evaluated different options (locations, network topology...) before the 

implementation?  

 

☐Yes, with good results  

☒No  

☐Yes, with bad results 
 

If no, why not? If yes, why and how is it applied? 

Please, describe how or why not. We have only evaluated booster heat pump at 

hospital of La Paz to recover waste heat from refrigeration system. 

 

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☐Yes 

☒No 

 

9. Do you foresee evolutions in the short to medium term which will have a positive influence on 

the cost-benefit ratio of your solution from replicability point of view? 

 

☒Yes, evolutions with major influence  

☐Yes, evolutions with certain influence  

☐Yes, evolutions with minor influence  

☐No  

If yes, please describe the expected evolutions (equipment, systems, customer behaviour, 

regulatory...). As this technology will get more mature, the HBP will be more efficient, the prices 

will decrease and there will be more equipment types available in the market. 

 

10. Have you performed some analyses to study the influence of economic factors on 

the replicability capacity of the adopted solution in your country? 
 

☐Yes, with good results  

☒No  

☐Yes with bad results  

 

If yes, please describe the general bases for this analysis and the results achieved. 

 

11. From replicability point of view do you think the solution would be profitable in your country?  
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☒Yes, with minor effort  

☐Yes, with certain effort  

☐Yes, with major effort  

☐No  

 

If the project proves to be an efficient solution , replicability will need minor effort since 

implementation will be a simple process .HBP are available in the market and interface with other 

systems does not seem complex . 

 

 

12. Are there any economic barriers with respect to Replicability that could affect the solution? 

☐No barriers  

☒Yes, minor barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☐Yes, major barriers  

 

Economic barriers Description 

Maturity of technology Heat pumps i/w 1234ze, CO2 and 

Ammonia refrigerants are a new equipment 

solution that would benefit from 

performance improvements as the 

technology is getting more maturity.  
 

Investment funds required and payback 

periods 

Under study yet but, the payback period 

will be extended in comparison with a 

standard solution. 

  

 

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☐Yes 

☒No 

Market design 

 

13. Do you think that you could make the study case solution easily (economically and technically) 

compliant with a defined different set of standards? 

 

☐Yes, with minor change  

☒Yes, with certain change 

☐Yes, with major change 

☐No  

 

D. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Regulatory issues 
 

14. Are there any regulatory barriers with respect to Replicability that could affect the solution? 

 

☒No  

☐Yes, minor barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☐Yes, major barriers  
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Current regulation in Spain promotes the use of renewable sources in building sector 

and therefore heat recovery with booster heat pump could be an interesting technology to be 

used. 

 

Regulatory barriers Description 

  

  

  

  

 

 

15. Does your solution depend on elements of current national or regional regulation that are 

necessary for your solution to be feasible and viable? 

 

☒No 

☐Yes 

 

E. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Level of Acceptance factor 

16. Is the stakeholder acceptance important regarding Replicability potential for your solution? 

 

☐No  

☐Yes, of minor importance  

☐Yes, of certain importance  

☒Yes, of major importance  

 

Stakeholders, in particular building owners are critical to develop a large implementation program. 

Other competing technologies have to be taken into account. The initial capital cost may be higher 

and therefore payback expected enlarged in comparison with more standard approaches. 
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6.1.3 Demo 3 - waste heat from low temperature sewage 

water 

 

Questionnaire template for studying Scalability issues  
 

Name of the demo case 

France, Grand Arenas 

  

     Name of the Demonstrator 

 

Development of a local energy management dashboard related to a system for waste heat 

recovery from sewage 

 
Definition to be followed: Scalability can be defined as the ability of a system to change its scale in 
order to meet growing volumes of demand 

 
 

A. Introductory questions 
 

Were there plans within to investigate the Scalability of this demo case? 

☒ Yes 

☐ No 

☐ Not yet considered 

If yes (already done or planned for the future), describe the plans briefly. If no, why not? 

(Egg: expected and/or evaluated new size/s, aspects that are explored and expected to change with the new 

size, how long did the study take? timing managed for the implementation, learnt experiences) 

 

It’s part of the business model development 

 

B. Technical questionnaire on Scalability 

Modularity 

 

1. Solution can be divided into interdependent components, Independent functional units? 

 

☐Independent functional units clearly defined  

☒Interdependent components, component division somewhat clear  

☐Not clear if the solution could be divided 

 

2. Would it be possible to (technically) add easily components to the solution to increase its size? 

 

☐Yes, with minor change  

 ☐Yes, with certain change 
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 ☐Yes, with major change  

 ☒No, not considered yet - technically yes, but the potential is limited ! So No applies 

 

Please, fill in the following table, based on the next aspects:   

- Which components would need to increase the number to scale up the solution?  

- How could it be done?  

- Technical feasibility of adding components 

Components Would you require adding new 

components to scale up your 

solution?  (yes / no) 

-Is it technologically feasible today? (yes / no)  

-Would you need to change: technology, type 

of equipment? (Yes / no /which one?) 

   

   

   

 

Are there aspects that limit, affecting the proper functioning of the solution, on adding extra 

components (if any?) 

 

Aspects that 

limit Scalability 

Which functions of the demo 

case are affected? 

Reasons (why?) 

Expected size of the solution that could be 

achieved taken into account this limitation 

Yes Heat source Maximal flow rate available in the WWTP 

   

   

 

Could you indicate which would be the maximum size of the solution taken into account the most 

restrictive limit? 

NA  

 

3. If some components are software products (tools, databases, models, algorithms, etc.), does 

the growth of your solution affect their performance.  

 

☒No  

☐Yes, minor impact  

☐Yes, certain impact 

☐Yes, major impact  

[Potential affecting issues: tools functionalities, databases size and expansion capabilities, models, 

calculation speed, capacity of graphical representation, interfaces] 

 

Technology evolution  

 

4. Technological conditions allow increasing the solution size 

 

☐Fully/adequately addressed  
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☐Partially addressed  

☒Not addressed at all  

 

5. Do you foresee technological advances in the short to medium term that will mitigate a 

possible performance reduction (software and communications)? 

 

☐Not of importance  

☒No  

☐Yes  

Short-term: No scalability - Partially addressed  
 
Mid-term:  Limited scalability 

 

Interface Design Flexibility  

 

6. How the control of components in your solution is or will be organised: Centrally, 

Decentralised or both? 

☐Centrally 

☐Decentralised  

☒Both 

7. From replicability point of view how is the impact of the solution described in the study case: 

national/ regional/ local...?   

☐International  

☐National  

☐Regional 

☐Local  

☒Other: (indicate it here) – International with equilibrated heating and cooling degree 

days 

8. Design to easily add new utility system (to add a new excess heat/energy source)  

☐Fully/adequately addressed  

☐Partially addressed – Technically it is feasible but not easily! 

☒Not addressed at all – Heat source is limited! 

Software integration  

 

9. The design of software permits the integration of more elements 

 

☒Yes  

☐No  
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Existing infrastructure  

 

10. Physical size limitations 

 

☐Not of importance  

☐No  

☒Yes  

If yes, please explain. 

Local physical conditions create a lock-in condition for the scalability of the system. 

 

11. Presence of weak elements / constrains 

 

☐Not of importance  

☐No  

☒Yes  

If yes, please explain what are the weak elements from the scalability point of vue. 

The heat source (treated sewage water) and heat sink (customer pool) limitation 

 

External Constraints 

12. Is the scalability of the solution influenced by the specific infrastructure of the location of your 

demo? 

 

☐No influence 

☐Yes, minor influence  

☐Yes, certain influence  

☒Yes, major influence  

The size of the WWTP 

 

C. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Economic factor   

 

Economy of Scale 

 

13. If the size of your solution increases, how do you think the cost and benefit of your solution 

would increase (economies of scale and cost effectiveness)? 

 

☒Yes, cost and benefit would increase  

☐No, cost and benefit would not increase  

☐Not yet considered 

[Economy of Scale: Scalability will be carried out if the increase of size of the solution makes it economically feasible. 

Economy of scale is necessary. That is, the percentage increase in cost is at most equal to the percentage increase in 

project size]  
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 [Cost Effectiveness: The percentage increase in benefits should be at least equal to the percentage increase in project 

size] 

 

Have you considered this for your solution?  

☒Yes  

☐ No  

☐ Not yet considered 

 

14. Do you foresee evolutions in the short to medium term which will have a positive influence on 

the cost-benefit ratio of your solution from scalability point of view? 

 

☒Yes, evolutions with major influence = 4 

☐Yes, evolutions with certain influence = 3 

☐Yes, evolutions with minor influence = 2 

☐No =1 

If yes, describe the expected evolutions (equipment, systems, customer behaviour, regulatory...) 

 

The construction of a new district phase, so a widening customer pool  

 

15. Are there any economic barriers with respect to Scalability that could affect the solution? 

 

☐Yes, major barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☐Yes, minor barriers  

☒No  

16. The business model can be scaled up 

 

☒Yes  

 ☐No  

 ☐Not yet considered 

Profitability  

17. The economic indicators of the demo case demonstrates that the business model is viable 

enough to scale up 

 

☒Yes  

 ☐No  

 ☐Not yet considered 

D. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Regulatory issues 

18. Are there any regulatory barriers with respect to Scalability that could affect the solution? 
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☐No barriers  

☐Yes, minor barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers 

☒Yes, major barriers 

Regulatory barriers Description 

Environmental Cooling mode - the max heat that can be dumped 

into the see  

Crossing of railways Size and spacing among piping trenches below train 

rails is regulated and influences max pipe sizing and 

also network location (distance between two 

holes/tunnelling) 

Use of public space like roads or 

similar 
No pricing caps are given today – taxing of road use 

influences BM 

 

E. Questionnaire on Scalability related to Level of Acceptance 

19. Is the stakeholder acceptance important regarding Scalability potential for your solution? 

Stakeholder: People involved directly or indirectly with the Demo Case that is necessary to 

implement the solution (i.e. investment, regulatory bodies...) or those who are subjected to it 

(i.e. customers...) 

 

☒Yes, of major importance  

 ☐Yes, of certain importance  

 ☐Yes, of minor importance  

 ☐No importance  

Please, explain why. 

 

So if customer acceptance can’t be achieved, the product will have to be considered as not viable.  

 

 

Questionnaire template for studying Replicability issues  
 

Definition to be followed: Replicability denotes the property of a system that allows it to be duplicated 
at another location or time, on modular basis. 
 

 

A. Introductory questions 
 

Were there plans within to investigate the Replicability of this demo case? 

☐ Yes 

☐ No 

☐ Not yet considered 

If yes (already done or planned for the future), describe the plans briefly. If no, why not? 
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(Egg: new locations considered, aspects that are explored and  

expected to change, how long did the study took, timing managed for the implementation,  

learnt experiences from the original implementation...) 

 

 

B. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Technical factor 

Standardisation 

 

1. Is the solution standard compliant? If yes, with which type of standards (mandatory or 

voluntary) 

☒Yes, mandatory standards (an impose choice) 

☒Yes, voluntary standards (a free choice) 

☐No 

Could you mention the benefits and/or challenges (regarding Scalability and Replicability) you 

expect for being your system/solution compliant with the contemplated standards? 

 

Standards Propose of the standard in 

the solution  

Benefits & challenges for 

Replicability 

Exceeded environmental and 

performance standard of 

equipment 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Overall COP, better IRR and 

lesser environmental 

impact 

   

 

Interoperability 

 

2. There is the ability to share data via software and hardware, 

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

Interface Design 

 

3. Interface Design readiness for replicability. How the control of components in your solution is 

or will be organised: Centrally, Decentralised or both? 

 

☐Centralised  

☒Both  

☐Decentralised  

 

Replicability potential 

 

4. From replicability point of view how is the impact of the solution described in the Demo Case: 

national/ regional/ local...?   
 

☒International 

☐National 

☐Regional 

☐Local 

☒Other: (indicate it here)  

depending on the heating and cooling degree days/hours distribution during the year, 

a purely heating solution might apply or a mixed heating and cooling solutions would be more 

suitable – so where a pure heating system would not be vialbe.  
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External Constraints 

 

5. Is the replicability of the solution influenced by the specific infrastructure of the location of your 

demo? 

 

☐No influence  

☐Yes, minor influence  

☐Yes, certain influence  

☒Yes, major influence  

If yes, by which aspects? 

Please, describe. 

 

Infrastructure characteristics In what influent? 

WWTP plant size The max heat source to be exploited 

Existing DHCN network and its 

temperature levels 

Limitations in integration of source and coupling of 

network 

  

 

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

C. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Economic factor  
 

Business model 

 

6. Based on the own experience, do you think that solution could easily deployed in other 

environment without additional investment (time/money)? If not why not? 

 

☐Yes, with minor investment 

☐Yes with certain investment 

☐Yes with major investment  

☒No 

 

Please, describe how or why not. 

 

No honey no replication 

 

7. The economic indicators of the demo case demonstrates that the business model is viable 

enough to replicate 

☒Yes  

☐No  

☐Not yet considered 

 

Economy of Scale 

 

8. Have you evaluated different options (locations, network topology...) before the 

implementation? 

 

☐Yes, with good results  
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☐No  

☒Yes, with bad results 
 

If no, why not? If yes, why and how is it applied? Please, describe how or why not. 

No other feasible solution was found on site: access to seawater not very easy or even not 

allowed (natural protection site) and on-site sewage flow capacity not sufficient.  

 

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

9. Do you foresee evolutions in the short to medium term which will have a positive influence on 

the cost-benefit ratio of your solution from replicability point of view? 

 

☐Yes, evolutions with major influence  

☐Yes, evolutions with certain influence  

☒Yes, evolutions with minor influence  

☐No  

If yes, please describe the expected evolutions (equipment, systems, customer behaviour, 

regulatory...) 

Source allocation and size 

 

10. Have you performed some analyses to study the influence of economic factors on the  

replicability capacity of the  adopted solution in your country 

 

☐Yes, with good results  

☒No  

☐Yes with bad results  

 

If yes, please describe the general bases for this analysis and the results achieved. 

 

11. From replicability point of view do you think the solution would be profitable in your country? 

 

☐Yes, with minor effort  

☒Yes, with certain effort  

☐Yes, with major effort  

☐No  

 

Please, could you provide some info that justify your answer? 

 

Local condition always different so need adaptations (engineering efforts). 

 

12. Are there any economic barriers with respect to Replicability that could affect the solution? 

☐No barriers  

☒Yes, minor barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☐Yes, major barriers  

Economic barriers Description 

Public financing support schemes  

Electricity and gas pricing  

Local taxing schemes  
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Local regulated heating and cooling pricing schemes  

  

 

Do you consider this important for your solution?  

☒Yes 

☐No 

 

Market design 

 

13. Do you think that you could make the study case solution easily (economically and technically) 

compliant with a defined different set of standards? 

 

☐Yes, with minor change  

☐Yes, with certain change 

☒Yes, with major change (compared to a data centre) 

☐No  

 

D. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Regulatory issues 
 

14. Are there any regulatory barriers with respect to Replicability that could affect the solution? 

☐No  

☐Yes, minor barriers  

☐Yes, certain barriers  

☒Yes, major barriers  

 

Regulatory barriers Description 

Environmental barriers Sea water discharge temperatures or other 

standards  

Waste heat energy pricing regulation 

Heating/cooling pricing cap 
If too high, could limit replicability if in 

different and more investment intensive 

case 

  

 

 

15. Does your solution depend on elements of current national or regional regulation that are 

necessary for your solution to be feasible and viable? 

☒No 

☐Yes 

 

E. Questionnaire on Replicability related to Level of Acceptance factor 

 

16. Is the stakeholder acceptance important regarding Replicability potential for your solution? 

 

☐No  

☐Yes, of minor importance  

☐Yes, of certain importance  

☒Yes, of major importance  

If yes, please explain why. 

 

As above (same question) 
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